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ABSTRACT 

It is well known that wind energy is abundant at sea so many offshore wind power generators 

have been installed and used. However, there are a few factors affecting the efficiency and 

reliability of wind turbines. Biofouling caused by a complex marine environment is one of the 

problems influencing the state of power generation systems in seawater. Therefore antifouling 

coatings have to be developed and applied to their surfaces. Microcapsules, which can be 

incorporated into certain coating materials, are an ideal micro-carrier of antifouling agent to 

achieve its sustained release. This project aimed to prepare microcapsules with an antifouling 

agent, which can have a high payload, be mechanically strong, have good thermal 

conductivity, and can achieve sustained release of the active ingredient. The long-term 

objectives are to achieve the long-term sustained release of the active ingredient in marine 

environment and antifouling performance, after the microcapsules are incorporated into 

marine coating that will then be applied to metal surfaces. 

In this project, microcapsules consisting of N-Vanillylnonanamide (capsaicin synthetic) in the 

core, which is an antifouling agent, and  cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) as the shell material 

have been prepared by solvent evaporation method, based on oil in water (O/W) 

emulsification in a stirred tank. The effects of formulation and processing conditions on the 

morphology, size, mechanical properties, thermal properties of microcapsules, release rate of 

the active ingredient in model liquid have been investigated. The formulation and processing 

conditions included type of emulsifier, emulsifier concentration, agitation speed, core/shell 

ratio, metallic coating on the CAB microcapsules with capsaicin synthetic. A range of 

experimental techniques have been used to characterise the microcapsules, including optical 

microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 



 
 

(EDS), Malvern particle sizing, micromanipulation, UV-VIS spectrophotometry and laser 

flash analysis. 

It has been found that the prepared microcapsules had a matrix structure with multiple cores. 

Based on the experimental conditions and experimental results, using an emulsifier of 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with concentration of 0.5%, and agitation speed of 1000 rpm to 

generate the O/W emulsion produced the microcapsules smaller than 60µm for potentially 

being incorporated into the coatings, an encapsulation efficiency and the payload reached 80.7% 

and 16.5%, respectively, which is desirable. As for the mechanical properties, the 

microcapsules showed elastic and plastic deformations under compression, but not rupture for 

the experimental conditions investigated due to their matrix structure. The Young’s modulus 

value of microcapsules, calculated by the Hertz model, decreased significantly with increasing 

the ratio of core/shell material from 0 to 1/2, w/w, and were all in Mega Pascal scale, which 

are stiffer compared with many different microcapsules prepared by other researchers. 

Moreover, cyclohexane was used for accelerating the release of capsaicin synthetic from 

microcapsules and was found to enable to predict the release profile in water by considering 

the solubility of capsaicin synthetic in each liquid. Ritger-Peppas Model with 𝑛 = 0.43 was 

demonstrated to describe the release kinetics of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules 

well, and it is concluded that the release from the matrix microcapsules was driven by Fickian 

diffusion. 

In addition, metallic coating of the microcapsules on their surface were achieved successfully 

by electroless plating copper after generating a layer of polydopamine based on its self-

polymerisation of dopamine. The microcapsules with copper were proved much stiffer than 

those without any metallic composition. The thermal conductivities were enhanced up to 7 



 
 

times by incorporating copper and prolonging the time of both self-polymerising PDA and 

suspending microcapsules. 

Thus, the microcapsules with an antifouling agent have been successfully prepared, which 

showed its sustained release over a few months. And the microcapsules with metal on their 

surface were prepared by electroless plating copper after generating a layer of polydopamine 

based on its self-polymerisation of dopamine, achieving the aim of enhancing thermal 

conductivity of the antifouling microcapsules. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Nowadays wind power has become a significantly important energy to generate electricity 

and the development of it is growing fast. Wind power is an environmental-friendly, clean 

and reliable energy source, and it will not produce greenhouse gases and not cause air 

pollution (Barton and Infield, 2004; Kempton et al., 2005). The need of renewable sources has 

been increasing, among which wind power is more appealing compared with other energy 

sources (Barbier, 2002). The efficiency of utilizing wind power depends on the speed of wind 

(Barton and Infield, 2004). It is widely known that wind source is adequate at sea so there are 

many offshore wind power generators. Some countries have adopted policies in order to 

develop the offshore wind energy on a large scale (Bahaj, 2011). With sufficient wind source, 

wind power could cost less than other sources (Sherif et al., 2005). Thus, with a variety of 

benefits offshore wind power has enormous value and great potential. 

However, there are a few factors affecting the efficiency and reliability of wind turbine. 

Biofouling caused by a complex marine environment is a problem influencing the state of 

power generation systems in seawater, which can be defined as the attachment and the 

undesirable accumulation of marine biological organisms on the surface of metal under 

seawater (Deng et al., 2016; Kochkodan and Hilal, 2015; Yebra et al., 2004). There are plenty 

of marine microorganisms floating freely in seawater, such as barnacles, ascidiacea, hydra and 

serpulidae, and they can attach on the surfaces of equipment and accumulate gradually 

(Huang and Peng, 2004; Zhou et al., 2011). Marine biofouling can cause the corrosion of 

metal, high consumption of energy, low heat transfer efficiency of the equipment in seawater 

and high cost of maintenance, which will affect the performance of the offshore power 
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generation systems. As the microorganisms can grow and relocate on the surface, it is 

necessary and important to reduce the effects of biofouling on the equipment. Therefore, 

antifouling coatings have to be developed and applied to their surfaces. 

Coatings have been widely used to protect corrosion and fouling on steel surfaces, the 

bottoms of ships, marine power generators and marine platforms (Carteau et al., 2014; Gittens 

et al., 2013). Marine antifouling systems traditionally contained inorganic heavy metals such 

as copper and zinc compounds (Singh and Turner, 2009). Tributyltin was also introduced as a 

biocide into the antifouling coatings applied to marine area (Champ, 2000). Those antifouling 

agents are toxic and not environmental friendly, therefore it is necessary to develop non-toxic 

and natural active ingredient to be used in marine antifouling coatings. Currently on the 

market there are a few alternative antifouling coatings containing hybrid fluorine copolymer, 

silicone oils, hybrid and hydrogel silicone, etc (Dafforn et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014). As a 

natural antifouling alternative, capsaicin has been identified to be an effective antifouling and 

antiseptic agent (Turgud et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2014; Watts, 1995; Xu et al., 2013). 

Capsaicin is a natural active hydrophobic component extracted from chilli pepper, and 

capsaicin and its derivatives have strong pungency which can cause irritation to 

microorganisms (Shi and Wang, 2006). Unlike other antifouling agents which can contain 

heavy metal elements, it has been proved that capsaicin has a low environmental impact as an 

antifouling and antiseptic substance (Shi and Wang, 2006; Wang et al., 2014). Therefore, 

capsaicin incorporated in coatings can be used as an environmental-friendly antifouling agent 

in marine environment.  

Nevertheless, coatings without antifouling and antiseptic effects have to be frequently applied 

to the surfaces exposed to seawater, which is not desirable due to high maintenance cost. In 
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order to address this challenge, an effective method may be to encapsulate capsaicin with a 

micro-carrier which can be incorporated into certain coating materials to achieve its sustained 

release. Consequently, the microcapsules containing capsaicin in coatings will deliver a long-

term effective protection against biofouling for offshore energy generators. Currently, the 

release of the active ingredient can be achieved over a few days to a few weeks (Ma et al., 

2012; Olsen et al., 2010; Weisman et al., 1992). However, this is still not long enough for the 

equipment in marine environment. It is more desirable to achieve sustained release over a few 

months or even  years. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The aim of this project is to prepare antifouling microcapsules containing capsaicin with 

enhanced thermal properties for potential applications in coatings to achieve its sustained 

release in marine environment, which can prevent the adhesion of the microbial organisms on 

the surface of equipment. The specific objectives are to encapsulate capsaicin in 

microcapsules with high payload, sufficient mechanical stability, sustainable release rate in 

water environment and high heat conductivity. 

 

1.3 Thesis layout 

Chapter 2 provides the basic knowledge of microencapsulation of antifouling agent. First of 

all, the antifouling agents including capsaicin are introduced. Secondly, the method of 

microencapsulation by solvent evaporation is reviewed. Thirdly, the electroless plating is 

reviewed, especially the self-polymerisation of dopamine which introduces amine onto the 
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microcapsule before electroless plating. Finally, the characterisation methods of 

microcapsules are reviewed, including the techniques to characterise mechanical properties, 

thermal properties of microcapsules and the release rate of active ingredient from them. 

Chapter 3 reports materials and methods used to prepare antifouling microcapsules and the 

techniques used to characterise the microcapsules. 

Chapter 4 describes the encapsulation of capsaicin using solvent evaporation with cellulose 

acetate butyrate (CAB) as the shell material. The formulation and processing conditions are 

detailed in this chapter. The effects of each parameter on the morphology, the size distribution, 

the encapsulation efficiency, the payload, mechanical properties and the release rate are 

investigated using various characterisation techniques. 

Chapter 5 focuses on incorporating metallic compound into the microcapsules with enhanced 

thermal property. Firstly, aluminium oxide was added into the process of emulsification, the 

microcapsules containing aluminium oxide were obtained and characterised. Secondly, copper 

oxide was mixed with a suspension of the microcapsules and a commercial bonding material, 

and a spray dryer was used to achieve the microcapsules with metal coating. Finally, 

electroless plating of copper was chosen to introduce the metal onto the surface of 

microcapsules, and polydopamine (PDA) was used to modify the CAB capsules before 

plating copper on their surface. The microcapsules with copper on the surface were obtained 

and characterised. 

Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions of the project and recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This project aims to prepare microcapsules with an antifouling agent, which can have a high 

payload, be mechanically strong, have good thermal conductivity, and can achieve sustained 

release of the active ingredient to prevent the adhesion of microbial organisms on the surface 

of equipment. In this chapter, the basic antifouling agents are described, as well as the 

principles and processes to encapsulate active ingredient by solvent evaporation. Moreover, 

different approaches to produce metallic coating of polymeric microcapsules using the 

electroless plating are reviewed, as well as the self-polymerisation of dopamine which can 

introduce amine onto the microcapsule to assist electroless plating. And the characterisation 

methods of microcapsules are reviewed, including the techniques to characterise the 

mechanical properties, thermal properties of microcapsules and the release rate of active 

ingredient from them. 

 

2.1 Antifouling agent 

Biofouling is a problem influencing the efficacy and lifetime of equipment in marine 

environments. It is a phenomenon of the attachment and the undesirable accumulation of 

marine biological organisms growing on the surface of substrate under seawater (Deng et al., 

2016; Kochkodan and Hilal, 2015; Yebra et al., 2004). Marine biofouling can cause a series of 

problems to the equipment working in seawater, including the corrosion of metal, high 

consumption of energy, low efficiency of the equipment in seawater and high cost of 

maintenance, all of which will affect the performance of the offshore systems. As the 

microorganisms can grow and relocate on their surface, it is extremely important to reduce the 
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effects of biofouling. In order to prevent these negative effects on the systems, antifouling 

coatings have to be developed and applied to their surfaces. 

Coatings have been widely used to protect corrosion and prevent fouling on steel surfaces, the 

bottoms of ships, marine power generators and marine platforms (Carteau et al., 2014; Gittens 

et al., 2013). Traditionally inorganic heavy metals such as copper and zinc compounds were 

incorporated into marine antifouling coatings, as well as organic compounds such as 

tributyltin (TBT) which has been banned by some countries in the last century (Champ, 2000; 

Singh and Turner, 2009). Those antifouling agents are toxic and not environmental friendly, 

therefore it is necessary to develop non-toxic and natural active ingredient to be used in 

marine antifouling coatings. Capsaicin, a natural antifouling alternative, has been identified to 

be an effective antifouling agent (Wang et al., 2014; Watts, 1995; Xu et al., 2013). 

Capsaicin is a natural active hydrophobic component extracted from chilli pepper, and 

capsaicin and its derivatives have strong pungency which have antimicrobial properties 

(Cichewicz and Thorpe, 1996). Scoville Scale is a measurement of the pungent degree of 

chilli peppers (Scoville, 1912), and the Scoville Heat Unit (SHU) of pure capsaicin is 16.1 

million  while SHU of sweet chilli is 0 and the blistering habaneros and bird's eye chilli are 

between 100,000–300,000 SHU (Berke and Shieh, 2012). N-vanillylnonanamide is a 

synthetic analogue of capsaicin, which has the similar bioactivity but lower price in 

commercial compared with the extracted and purified capsaicin from nature. In addition, the 

toxicity of capsaicin has been tested in a few animals, and the experiments showed neither 

death nor obvious effects of sub-chronic doses on their behaviours and physiology (Berke and 

Shieh, 2012). So when capsaicin is added in the antifouling coatings in marine, it will only 

expel the microorganisms away from the equipment rather than killing them (Shi and Wang, 
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2006). Thus, n-vanillylnonanamide could be used as an environmental-friendly antifouling 

agent against the marine biofouling. 

 

2.2 Microencapsulation by solvent evaporation 

  2.2.1 Microcapsules 

Microencapsulation is a process of enclosing solids, liquids or gases by a continuous wall of 

material (e.g. polymer) to generate microcapsules with the size ranging from 1µm to 1000µm 

for a variety of applications in wide fields (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014; Lam and Gambari, 

2014; Rathore et al., 2013). Microcapsules can provide a better barrier between the entrapped 

ingredient with desirable properties and the external surroundings to realise its protection and 

controlled or sustained delivery from the microcapsules (Bile et al., 2015). The ingredient 

with the desirable properties is called active or core material, and the carrier to protect the 

core material is shell material accordingly (Jyothi et al., 2010). Generally, the preparation 

method and the properties of the shell materials determine the morphology of the 

microcapsules (Bakry et al., 2016). Fig 2.1 shows a few common types of the morphologies 

of microcapsules. The microcapsules with mononuclear structure could be broken by pressure 

so that the active ingredient is released from the core, while those with polynuclear or matrix 

structure contain the active not only dispersed in the carrier but also on their surfaces (Zuidam 

and Shimoni, 2010).   
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Fig 2.1 The morphologies of microcapsules (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014) 

 

  2.2.2 Shell materials 

As the carrier and the protector of the core material, the shell material is an important barrier 

isolating the core from the outer surroundings. There are a large variety of materials that can 

be used as the shell materials depending on the nature of core materials and the functionalities 

of the microcapsules. Due to its cheap cost, polymer is commonly used as the shell material, 

which could be divided into natural polymer such as chitosan and gelatine, synthetic 

biodegradable polymer such as PLA and PLGA and the acrylic polymer like Eudragit and 

others (Miladi et al., 2014). 

Cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB), one of the derivatives of cellulose ester, is a thermoplastic 

polymer with excellent properties, such as low toxicity, high stability, forming membrane 

with enough strength, high compatibility with a large number of the actives and the ability to 
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form micro-particles (Fundueanu et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011a). It is well known that 

cellulose esters are degradable thermally and by hydrolysis in specific environments, which is 

related to the pH, the temperature and the degrading solution (Badmeier and Chen, 1993; 

Collins et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2013). CAB is a brittle and transparent material that can be 

used as a plasticiser for some materials (Tachibana et al., 2010). It can act as a barrier 

protecting the core materials against erosion in the surroundings with elevated temperature or 

acid, and enzymatic inactivation of the sensitive ingredients (Wallick, 2014). With these 

outstanding properties, CAB has become a widely used shell material of microcapsules. 

 

  2.2.3 Preparation of microcapsules by solvent evaporation 

There are a large number of methods preparing microcapsules, basically they could be divided 

into three main categories: chemical methods, physico-chemical methods and physical 

methods (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014). For example, interfacial polymerisation is one of the 

chemical methods. The hydrophilic and lipophilic monomers polymerise at the interface of 

the oil in water emulsion with the help of emulsifier (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014). Besides, 

coacervation is one of the physico-chemical methods, the principle of which is phase 

separation. The two oppositely charged colloids, one of which is full of polymer, interact and 

form the coatings around the oil droplets by adjusting pH and reducing the temperature 

(Kaushik et al., 2015). In addition, spray drying is one of the physical methods. A dispersion 

of core and shell materials in a solvent is sprayed into a hot chamber, and the shell material is 

solidified to form microcapsules due to the rapid evaporation of the solvent (Lam and 

Gambari, 2014). Table 2.1 summarises typical microencapsulation methods. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of typical microencapsulation methods (Lam and Gambari, 2014) 

 

 

Solvent evaporation is another physical method preparing microcapsules utilising the 

solubility change of the solvent. It has been applied widely with a lot of advantages including 

low cost, availability to encapsulate liquid or solid materials which could be soluble or 

insoluble (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014). It does not require elevated temperature, pH adjustment 

or phase separation (Freitas et al., 2005). Therefore, solvent evaporation is a mild method 

preparing microcapsules. 

In general, the solvent evaporation method consists of four steps: (1) dispersion of the oil 

phase as the dispersed phase containing solvent, core and shell materials; (2) emulsification of 

the oil phase in the aqueous phase as the continuous phase; (3) evaporation or extraction of 

the solvent to transform the droplets into solid microcapsules; (4) harvest of the 

microcapsules (Freitas et al., 2005). In the stage (2) of the emulsification, the oil droplets 
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containing polymer are broken up by the hydrodynamic force produced by agitation, mainly 

determining the size distribution of the microcapsules (Rosca et al., 2004). The stage (3) of 

the solvent evaporation or extraction is the most important process during the preparation, 

which determines the morphology and the encapsulation efficiency, influencing the active 

release behaviour (Rosca et al., 2004). Raising the temperature and continuously adding 

aqueous phase solution are needed for promoting the removal of the solvent, which could 

cause the matrix structure with pores inside the microcapsules (Yang et al., 2000). In addition, 

the shrinkage of the microcapsules could occur in this stage due to the high volatility of the 

solvent, the rapid precipitation of the polymer and the incompressibility of the inner droplets 

(Rosca et al., 2004). Apart from these, there are many factors in this stage influencing the 

encapsulation, such as the solubility of the solvent in water, the rate of solvent removal and 

the temperature gradient of the solvent removal (Jeyanthi et al., 1996; Jyothi et al., 2010). In 

the stage (4) of the harvest and drying, the microcapsules are washed, filtrated and dried, not 

only removing the non-encapsulated ingredient, the continuous phase liquid and the trace of 

the solvent on the surfaces of microcapsules but also the liquid from the interior of the 

microcapsules (Freitas et al., 2005). The basic scheme of the solvent evaporation method is 

presented in Fig 2.2. 
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Fig 2.2 Basic scheme of the solvent evaporation method preparing microcapsules (Freitas et al., 2005) 

 

2.3 Electroless plating  

It is desirable to incorporate the antifouling microcapsules with enhanced thermal property 

into the marine coatings, and metal is a good candidate to promote their thermal properties 

due to its high thermal conductivity. Electroless plating is an effective method to deposit 

metal on the surface of substance. With the help of polydopamine, the electroless plating may 

be achievable (Al-Shannaq et al., 2016). In this section, previous methods to achieve self-

polymerisation of dopamine and electroless plating are reviewed.  
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  2.3.1 Self-polymerisation of dopamine 

Mussels are able to attach to the wet surfaces in marine environment easily and strongly, 

which has been contributed by 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (DOPA) and lysine amino 

acids near the plaque-substrate interface (Lee et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2014). Inspired by 

mussels, polydopamine (PDA), with a similar structure to DOPA, has been found to be able to 

form on almost all types of organic and inorganic materials due to its adhesive versatility (Lee 

et al., 2007). In addition, the PDA coating on the substances has been found as a secondary 

platform for further surface modification by not only polymers but also metals (Lee et al., 

2007). It has been reported that microspheres with a layer of PDA could have metal deposited 

on them by electroless plating (Al-Shannaq et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2011b; Wu et al., 2015). 

With the help of the rich amount of active catechol and amine groups in its molecular 

structure, PDA plays a role of binding reagents for various secondary reactions, resulting in a 

large variety of materials with multi-functional features (Wu et al., 2015). 

There are several methods producing PDA. The most well-known method is the solution 

oxidation method primarily introduced by Lee et al. (2007). Typically dopamine 

hydrochloride, available commercially, is used in the reaction (Liu et al., 2014). The 

monomer dopamine is dissolved in 10mM TRIS buffer solution with the concentration of 

2mg/mL at pH 8.5, which is a typical marine environment (Lee et al., 2007). The substrate is 

then simply immersed in the solution, leading to an oxidised deposition of adhesive polymeric 

layer spontaneously on the substrate. The scheme is shown in Fig 2.3(a). It is also available to 

polymerise dopamine by the enzymatic oxidation method. The substrate is dispersed in 

0.05mol/L acetate buffer solution of pH 6.0 and under vigorous sonication, and successively 

added by 20mmol/L dopamine and 1mg/mL laccase (Lac), resulting in the entrapment of Lac 
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in the PDA matrix on the substrate with enzymatic property (Tan et al., 2010). The brief 

scheme is shown in Fig 2.3(b). Alternatively, polydopamine can be produced by an 

electropolymerisation method. The PDA could be prepared by performing cyclic voltammetry 

(−0.5V to 0.5 V) in the 10mmol/L phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.4 containing 5mmol/L 

dopamine and 5mmol/L nicotine deoxygenated by bubbling with pure N2 (Liu et al., 2006). 

So far the formation of PDA and its mechanism are not fully clear, and there are a few main 

hypotheses implying the possible pathway of its self-polymerisation. In the early stage, it was 

believed that the pathway of dopamine polymerisation was similar to the synthesis of melanin 

(Bernsmann et al., 2011). In contrast to the melanin model, another model of polydopamine 

was proposed as a supramolecular aggregate of monomers instead of a covalent polymer 

(Dreyer et al., 2012). Beside these models, it was also proposed that the formation of PDA 

was a combination of two pathways: covalent bond-forming oxidative polymerisation and 

physical self-assembly of dopamine and its oxidative product 5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI) 

(Hong et al., 2012). Moreover, another model was suggested as a combination of three 

possible pathways: dimerisation of dopamine, cyclisation to DHI and mixed coupling of the 

reactions, and the structure of PDA could change with the conditions of preparation (Della 

Vecchia et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014). 

Despite the pathway of dopamine polymerisation, there are a lot of factors influencing the 

formation and the thickness of PDA on the substrate. It has been found that the maximum 

thickness of PDA increases constantly as the concentration of dopamine in TRIS solution 

increases from 0.1g/L to 5g/L (Ball et al., 2012). Higher temperature, rising from 25℃ to 

60℃, also showed a significant positive effect on the deposition of PDA (Zhou et al., 2014). 

The type of the oxidant may also affect the formation and the thickness, and dopamine could 
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have a covalent incorporation of the TRIS buffer solution (Bernsmann et al., 2011; Della 

Vecchia et al., 2013). Besides, the value of pH could affect the deposition of PDA, the 

thickness of PDA film increased significantly as the pH value rose from 5.0 to 8.5, and when 

the pH went up to 10.2 the thickness did not change much (Ball et al., 2012).  In addition, the 

vigorous stirring during the preparation resulted in speeding up the rate of PDA deposition 

compared with static or shake methods (Zhou et al., 2014). 

 

 

(a) Scheme of self-oxidised polymerisation of dopamine on the substrate (Jiang et al., 2011) 

 

 

(b) Scheme of Lac-catalysed polydopamine (PDA) on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and 

then deposited on a glassy carbon electrode (Tan et al., 2010) 

Fig 2.3 Scheme of two methods of polymerisation of dopamine 
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  2.3.2 Electroless plating of copper 

Electroless plating is an autocatalytic process of oxidation-reduction (redox) reaction where 

the metal ions are reduced chemically on the surface of the inorganic or organic substrates 

without an external current supplying the electrons (Gudeczaukas, 2007; Kind et al., 1998). 

The basic reactions are shown as Equation (2.1), and they involve (a) reduction reaction and 

(b) oxidation reaction in electroless plating. The scheme of the electroless plating is shown in 

Fig 2.4. 

M+ + Red → M0 + Ox                                                                                                           (2.1) 

    Reduction: M+ + e → M0                                                                                                (2.1a) 

    Oxidation: Re + H2O → Ox + H+ + e                                                                            (2.1b) 

where M+ is metal ion, “Red” represents reducing agent, M0 is metal, Ox represents oxidised 

product and e is electron. 

 

 

Fig 2.4 Scheme of the electroless plating, where M+ is the metal ion, “Red” represents the reducing 

agent and “Ox” represents the oxidised product (Sharma et al., 2016) 
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Electroless plating has been developed for more than a hundred years and considered an 

elegant way to deposit metals on the substrates (Sharma et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2006). 

Compared with other methods of metal coating, the electroless plating has been utilised most 

widely because it could be realised simply, fast and suitable for mass production (Mondin et 

al., 2013). However, it is difficult for metal to be directly deposited on the surface of 

substrates, therefore a pre-treatment is needed for sensitisation and activation of the 

electroless plating of metal (Xu et al., 2004). In general, there are two approaches for the 

nucleation of metals on the surface of the substrates. One is two-step method consisting of 

sensitisation in SnCl2/HCl solution and activation in Pd2+ solution. The mechanism is that the 

colloid is formed because of the air oxidation and hydrolysis of Sn2+ in the solution and then 

the substrates are washed by water resulting in the rapid change of pH so that SnCl2 

precipitates on the surfaces of substrates (Wei and Roper, 2014). Afterwards, the solid SnCl2 

reacts with Pd2+ in the solution so that it reduces Pd2+ to Pd0 and enhances the absorption of 

Pd0 binding to the surfaces (Ang et al., 2000). The other method is one-step activation in a 

mixed Sn2+-Pd2+ solution, which combines the two steps above. The substrate is immersed in 

the Sn2+-Pd2+ solution with the large excess of Sn2+ so that Pd0 is produced and surrounded by 

Sn4+ in the solution, where Sn2+ is the reducing agent for Pd2+ and Sn4+ is the nucleus 

absorbing Pd0 growing around it (Cui et al., 2011). The overall reaction of the two methods 

can be described as Equation (2.2) below, and the schemes of them are shown in Fig 2.5. 

After the sensitisation and activation, electroless plating of metal takes place with Pd0 as the 

catalyst involving the highly complex redox reactions (Kind et al., 1998). 

Sn2+(s) + Pd2+(aq) → Sn4+(s) + Pd0(s)                                                                         (2.2) 
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(a) Two-step method of Sn2+ sensitisation and Pd2+ activation 

 

 

(b) One-step method of Sn2+-Pd2+ activation 

Fig 2.5 Schemes of two methods pre-treating the electroless plating (Ang et al., 2000) 
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The aim of the sensitisation and activation is to provide catalytic nuclei (Pd0 or Pd-Sn alloy) 

growing on the substrates for the metal ions subsequently depositing on their surfaces by 

electroless plating (Ang et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2004). Even though there are a number of 

factors influencing the process of electroless plating, the process of activation is one of the 

key factors controlling the deposition of metal ions, and it is Pd0 that can catalyse the 

electroless reaction instead of Pd2+ (Kind et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2003). However, the 

processes of sensitisation and activation are complicated and SnCl2 is not considered to be 

environmental-friendly (Xu et al., 2004). Therefore, polydopamine (PDA) has been 

introduced to eliminate the disadvantages of the sensitisation before the electroless plating of 

metal due to the amino groups on its molecule reacting with Pd2+ (Kind et al., 1998). 

Apart from the sensitisation and activation, the composition of the electroless bath is another 

important factor influencing the process of electroless plating (Sharma et al., 2006). Basically, 

there are five elements of the metallic bath for electroless plating (Bengston, 2005). A 

solution of salt is the source providing the metallic ions depositing on the substrate, which 

could be NiSO4, CuSO4, FeSO4, etc (Dinderman et al., 2006; Mondin et al., 2013; Tsuneyoshi 

and Ono, 2017). The reducing agent, traditionally and typically formaldehyde in alkaline 

environment, plays the most important role in electroless plating, reducing the ions to the 

metal atoms (Sharma et al., 2016). The complexing agent, traditionally EDTA or tartrates, is 

for preventing the metallic ions from transforming into metallic hydroxides in the alkaline 

bath, and also stabilising and increasing the life of the bath (Bengston, 2005; Sharma et al., 

2016). The stabiliser and the buffering solution can prevent the spontaneous decomposition of 

the bath and the reduction of metallic ions into atoms, and stabilise the pH of the bath such as 

NaOH (Bengston, 2005; Sharma et al., 2016). Beside these compositions, other variables such 
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as temperature and pH also play important roles in the process of electroless plating (Sharma 

et al., 2006). 

The electroless plating can be applied on a variety of materials including plastics, ceramics 

and non-conducting substrates by deposition of copper, nickel, cobalt, palladium, platinum, 

gold, silver, etc (Kind et al., 1998; Sharma et al., 2006). Among these metals, copper is 

considered as an ideal metal for electroless plating due to its electrical conductivity, thermal 

conductivity and cost effectiveness (Sharma et al., 2006). So electroless plating of copper has 

been extensively used in many research areas and industries (Sharma et al., 2016). The 

electrochemical mechanisms of each component in the bath are complicated, and the overall 

reaction of electroless plating with formaldehyde as the reducing agent in an alkaline Cu2+ 

bath can be shown below (Shacham-Diamand and Dubin, 1997). 

Cu2+ + 2HCHO + 4OH− → Cu0 + 2HCOO− + 2H2O + H2                                               (2.3) 

 

2.4 Characterisation of microcapsules 

The characterisations of microcapsules involve the morphology, the shell thickness, the size 

and size distribution, the encapsulation efficiency, the mechanical properties, the electrical 

properties, the thermal properties, the release performance, etc. Here the literature review is 

focused on the mechanical properties, the thermal properties and the release performance of 

the microcapsules. 
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  2.4.1 Mechanical properties of single microcapsules by micromanipulation technique 

    2.4.1.1 Compression test by micromanipulation technique 

The micromanipulation technique has been developed and used successfully to determine the 

mechanical properties of single microcapsules (Zhang, 1999; Zhang et al., 1991). Fig 2.6 

shows the schematic diagram of the micromanipulation rig and Fig 2.7 presents the actual 

view when compressing the single microcapsule on the glass slide. Briefly, it is realised by 

compressing the single microcapsules between two flat surfaces that are the glass probe with 

the required diameter and the glass slide holding the microcapsules. The probe of transducer 

is positioned vertically above the single microcapsules. The electrical signal from the probe 

contacting the single microcapsules is recorded by the electrical box and sent to the computer, 

while the probe is travelling downwards at a preset constant speed controlled by a motor. The 

view of compression could be observed from a side-view or a bottom-view camera connected 

with a TV monitor. The corresponding force of the recorded voltage could be calculated by 

the sensitivity of the specific transducer as shown in Equation (2.4). The displacement of the 

probe could be obtained by Equation (2.5). The graph of force versus displacement, therefore, 

could be drawn. The compliance is defined as the reciprocal of the slope of the linear 

regression from the force versus displacement graph by compressing the empty slide. 

𝐹 = 𝑉 × 𝑆𝑒𝑛                                                                                                                         (2.4) 

𝐷 = 𝜐 × 𝑡 − 𝐹 × 𝐶𝑜𝑚                                                                                                          (2.5) 

where 𝐹 is the force, mN, 𝑉 is the voltage recorded, V, 𝑆𝑒𝑛 represents the sensitivity of the 

specific transducer, mN/V, 𝐷 is the displacement of the probe travelling downwards, µm, 𝜐 is 
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the travelling speed of the probe controlled by the motor, µm/s, 𝑡 is the time, s, and 𝐶𝑜𝑚 

represents the compliance of the force transducer, μm/mN. 

 

 

Fig 2.6 Schematic diagram of a micromanipulation rig (1- a force transducer; 2- probe; 3- a single 

microcapsule; 4- a bottom-view camera; 5- a side-view camera; 6- a TV monitor; 7- motor; 8- 

electrical box for recording voltage and 9- computer) 

 

 

Fig 2.7 Compressing a single agarose microsphere of diameter 35μm by a micromanipulation rig, (a) 

before compression; (b) during compression; (c) after compression and full recovery (Yan et al., 2009) 
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Micromanipulation can be used to determine the mechanical properties of a large variety of 

materials such as microcapsules, microspheres and cells, including the information of rupture 

force, deformation at rupture, nominal rupture stress and elastic properties in small 

deformation (Gray et al., 2016; Mercade-Prieto and Zhang, 2012). Fig 2.8 gives a typical 

curve of the force versus the travelling distance of the probe. The probe starts travelling 

downwards in the air from the point A’, and touches the single microcapsule at the point A. 

The force increases continuously as the probe is moving. In the region of A to B, the 

microcapsule shows elastic deformation, which is still recoverable. After the yield point B, 

the microcapsule deforms irreversibly. At the point C, the microcapsule is ruptured, its core 

material (oil) starts to release, and the force drops to zero immediately from C to D. When the 

probe keeps going downwards, it touches the glass slide or the residue of the broken 

microcapsule at the point E with the force going up rapidly. From the graph of force versus 

displacement, the mechanical properties of the microcapsule could be obtained accordingly. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 A typical curve of the force versus the probe moving distance from compression of a melamine 

formaldehyde microcapsule (Sun and Zhang, 2001) 
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2.4.1.2 Elastic properties of microcapsules 

Stiffness refers to the load required to cause a deformation of the material, which is usually 

measured by a small load (Roylance, 2008). Hook’s Law describes the linear relation between 

the stress and the strain of the material when small load is applied to it. It is originally shown 

as Equation (2.6) and can be written as Equation (2.7), which is suitable for both tension and 

compression. The material following the Hook’s Law is elastic while a small load is applied. 

𝑃 = 𝑘𝛿                                                                                                                                    (2.6) 

𝜎 = 𝐸𝜖                                                                                                                                    (2.7) 

where 𝑃 is the bear load, N, 𝛿  is the deformation of the material, m, 𝑘  is the constant of 

proportionality that is called the stiffness, N/m, 𝜎 is the stress applied to the material, MPa,  𝜖 

is the strain of the material and 𝐸 is called Young’s modulus, MPa (Roylance, 2008). 

Thus, Young’s modulus can be used to describe the stiffness of a material, and the higher 

value it has, the less deformable the material is (Du et al., 2017). However, Hook’s Law could 

not be used directly for the spherical elastic materials, instead the Hertz model is applied to 

these materials under compression between two flat rigid surfaces (Muller et al., 2005). There 

are a few theoretical models analyzing the mechanical properties of polymeric microspheres, 

including the Hertz model, the Tatara model and models based on finite element analysis 

(FEA). The Hertz model is normally applied to a nominal strain less than 10%, assuming that 

the contact area is much smaller than the diameter of the micro-particles (Muller et al., 2005; 

Zhang et al., 2007). The Tatara model has been presented for large elastic deformations up to 

60% nominal strain such as a rubber sphere (Tatara, 1991; Yan et al., 2009). Finite element 
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modelling is suitable for the analysis of large deformations of micro-particles and the full 

description of their mechanical properties (Nguyen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2007). Therefore, 

for the small elastic deformation of the microcapsules, the Hertz model can be used to 

determine the value of Young’s modulus of micro-particles including microcapsules. 

 

  2.4.2 Thermal properties of microcapsules 

Theoretically, most of the properties of materials are temperature-dependent, including 

mechanical property, electrical property, magnetic property or optical property (Buck and 

Rudtsch, 2011). Compared with these properties, thermal property mainly reflects the effect 

of thermal energy treatment on the material (Buck and Rudtsch, 2011). Thermal properties 

can be characterised as glass transition temperature, thermal stability, thermal expansion 

coefficient, and thermal conductivity (Vengatesan et al., 2018). Thermal conductivity of 

materials reflects the ability of thermal conduction where the heat transfers from high 

temperature to low temperature (Liu and Chen, 2014). It is defined as the amount of heat 

passing through unit cross-sectional area per unit time for a unit temperature gradient 

(Varshneya and Mauro, 2019b). 

There are a variety of methods measuring the thermal conductivity of materials. Depending 

on the time dependence of the thermal response, the measurement methods could be classified 

as steady measurement or dynamic measurement (Abad et al., 2017; Liu and Chen, 2014). 

The steady measurement is applied with the in-flow method, requiring the temperature not 

changing and the heat flux kept the same during the measurement, while the dynamic 

measurement refers to the thermal diffusivity as a function of time (Liu and Chen, 2014). 

Besides, based on the heating process, the measurement methods could also be divided into 
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contact-heating method and non-contact heating method (Kumanek and Janas, 2019). The 

contact method is heating the sample by direct heat, while the non-contact method is usually 

based on the photo-thermal effect where an absorbed incident radiation produces the heat 

(Abad et al., 2017). 

The laser flash method is a non-contact dynamic measurement for thermal conductivity. It is a 

simple and fast method determining the thermal conductivity compared with other steady 

methods (Liu and Chen, 2014). A laser pulse is heating the sample on the one side, and on the 

other side an IR detector is detecting the temperature change at the same time (Abad et al., 

2017; Kumanek and Janas, 2019; Ruoho et al., 2015). The sample is coated with two layers of 

black paint (such as graphite) on the one side for absorbing the heating laser and on the other 

side for enhancing emission for IR detector (Abad et al., 2017; Ruoho et al., 2015). The 

schematic diagram of Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA) is demonstrated in Fig 2.9. 

 

 

Fig 2.9 Schematic diagram of Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA) (Kumanek and Janas, 2019) 
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The laser flash method was firstly introduced by Parker et al. (1961), and his half-rise time 

method can be described as Equation 2.8. The thermal diffusivity is measured and the thermal 

conductivity can be calculated with the value of heat capacity of the material as shown in 

Equation (2.9). 

𝑎 = 1.38
𝑙2

𝜋2∙𝑡0.5
                                                                                                                        (2.8) 

𝜆(𝑇) = 𝑎(𝑇) ∙ 𝑐𝑝(𝑇) ∙ 𝜌(𝑇)                                                                                                    (2.9) 

where 𝑎 represents the thermal diffusivity, mm2/s; 𝑙 represents the thickness of the sample, 

mm; 𝑡0.5 is the time at 50% of the temperature increase; 𝜆 represents the thermal conductivity, 

W/(m·K); 𝑐𝑝 is the molar heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(g·K) and 𝜌 is the density of the 

material, g/cm3. 

 

  2.4.3 Release of active ingredient from microcapsules and the release models 

    2.4.3.1 Release of active ingredient 

Release of active ingredient is an important process in the application of microcapsules, in 

which it is able to cross the barrier and then to the release medium (Fu and Kao, 2010). There 

are a few release mechanisms including diffusion-controlled processes, chemical controlled 

processes (erosion and reaction), osmosis-controlled processes and swelling controlled 

processes (Fu and Kao, 2010; Peppas and Narasimhan, 2014). There are several factors 

influencing the kinetics of the active ingredient release, such as the structure of the 

microcapsules, the loading of the ingredient, the physiochemical properties of the polymer 

and the condition of the releasing environment,  (Jämsä et al., 2013; Junyaprasert and 
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Manwiwattanakul, 2008; Shardor, 2013). A summary of the main factors influencing the 

release kinetics is listed in Fig 2.10.  

 

 

 Fig 2.10 Main factors affecting the active ingredient (drug) release kinetics (Fu and Kao, 2010) 

 

It has been stated that the active ingredient release includes multiple processes rather than 

simple dissolution (Siepmann and Siepmann, 2013). First of all, the microcapsules are 

exposed in the dissolution liquid. For the solid ingredient in the microcapsules, the liquid 

would penetrate into the microcapsules and contact the solid active so that part of the active 

ingredient would be dissolved in the liquid around them. Then the dissolved molecules would 

diffuse into the liquid outside the microcapsules because of the gradient of the concentration. 

Finally, the dissolution would reach the equilibrium. During these processes, the polymer may 

swell or degrade due to its physiochemical properties in the dissolution liquid (Aguiar et al., 

2016). Therefore the active release involves not only dissolution but also diffusion. The 

scheme of the difference between the dissolution and release of an active ingredient is 

presented as Fig 2.11. Besides, a burst release may occur in short time at the beginning of the 

release as the scheme shows in Fig 2.12. It has been investigated that there may be a few 

reasons causing the burst release, such as the morphology and porous structure of the 
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microspheres, the physical and chemical properties of the materials and the conditions of 

preparing the materials, etc. (Huang and Brazel, 2001). The burst release is very likely to 

occur as the microcapsules prepared by solvent evaporation have a matrix structure and 

involve drying processes (Bile et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2000). There are some molecules of 

the active ingredient not fully embedded into the microcapsules but remaining on the surface 

of the microcapsules so that they would easily diffuse into the dissolution liquid once exposed 

in the liquid (Bile et al., 2015). In addition, the active ingredient release experiment should be 

carried out under the sink condition. Based on the requirement, the volume of the dissolution 

liquid must be five to ten times greater than the volume of the saturated solution of the 

ingredient (Pal et al., 2018). The sink condition is a basic requirement for carrying out the 

release experiment as the driven force under this is mainly the dissolution (Bruschi, 2015). 

Otherwise, the release rate would be significantly different compared with those under the 

sink condition (Pal et al., 2018). 

 

  

Fig 2.11 Scheme of the active (e.g. drug) dissolution (left) and the active release (right), where the 

green circles are the active particles and the green stars are the dissolved molecules of the active 

(Siepmann and Siepmann, 2013) 
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Fig 2.12 Scheme of the burst release in a zero-order release profile (Huang and Brazel, 2001) 

 

    2.4.3.2 Release models 

The release mechanism of dissolved active ingredient in a polymer as the carrier is more 

likely to be Fickian diffusion, where it moves from the initial position to the outer surface of 

the polymer and then to the environment (Langer, 1990). Generally, the release from polymer 

with matrix structure is related to the gradient of active ingredient concentration, the distance 

of diffusion and the degree of swelling (Fu and Kao, 2010). There are a number of 

mathematical models that can be used to describe the release kinetics. They are important to 

predict the quantitative release of the active ingredients by knowing the mechanisms of mass 

transport and to evaluate and design the formulations for the new products (Bruschi, 2015). 

The available models have been demonstrated to be sufficient in describing most of the 

release systems, which are related to different the mechanisms. 

A Zero-order Model (Ranjha et al., 2009) has been widely applied in therapeutic systems 

releasing the soluble active ingredient constantly over a certain period of time (Bruschi, 2015). 
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Generally these release kinetics can be generated from a core/shell structure. When the core 

ingredient contacts with the liquid, it dissolves and makes the core become a saturated 

reservoir inside the membrane/shell. And then the release occurs at a constant rate by 

diffusion or osmosis of the core ingredient through the swollen or relaxed polymeric 

membrane. The Zero-order Model is described as Equation (2.10) (Fu and Kao, 2010). 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝛫0𝑡                                                                                                                              (2.10) 

where 𝑀𝑡 is the amount of the active ingredient released at the time, 𝑀∞ is the initial amount 

of the active in the tablet added into the liquid, 𝑡 is the time, 𝛫0 is the release constant of the 

Zero-order model. 

A First-order Model has been used to describe the absorption and/or elimination of a large 

quantity of the therapeutic ingredients (Bruschi, 2015). For a matrix structure of the 

therapeutic systems, the quantity of the active released has linear relation with the quantity of 

the active remaining in the porous matrix. Therefore the model could be described as 

Equation (2.11) (Bruschi, 2015). 

𝑙𝑛𝑀𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑀∞ +
𝐾1𝑡

2.303
                                                                                                           (2.11) 

where 𝛫1 is the release constant of the First-order model. 

The Higuchi Model has been applied to the solid or semi-solid matrix systems with soluble or 

insoluble active ingredient (Bruschi, 2015; Ranjha et al., 2009). This model requires that the 

initial amount of the active in the dissolution liquid should be much higher than its solubility 

and the polymeric membranes should not swell or dissolve by contacting the dissolution 

liquid. Based on the Fick’s Law, the equation of the Higuchi Model is simplified and 
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displayed as Equation (2.12) below (Fu and Kao, 2010). The amount released is proportional 

to the square root of the time. 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝛫𝐻√𝑡                                                                                                                           (2.12) 

where 𝛫𝐻 is the release constant of the Higuchi Model. 

The Hixson-Crowell Model, which is also called cube-root law, indicates the linear relation 

between the release time and the cube root of the remaining amount of the active in the tablets 

and is used in pharmaceutics (Siepmann and Siepmann, 2013). The model is suitable for the 

dissolution occurring in planes parallel to the surface of the dosage form (Bruschi, 2015). It is 

supposed that the release is controlled by the rate of the dissolution instead of the diffusion, 

which could happen through the matrix structure of the polymer. And the dissolving particles 

remain spherical and intact during the dissolution process (Siepmann and Siepmann, 2013). 

The simplified model can be written as follows (Bruschi, 2015). 

√1 −
𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞

3
= 1 − 𝛫𝐻𝐶𝑡                                                                                                           (2.13) 

where 𝛫𝐻𝐶 is the release constant of the Hixson-Crowell Model. 

The Ritger-Peppas Model, which is also called Power law, is a semi-empirical model 

specifically for the drug release from a polymeric matrix as Equation (2.14) shows (Bruschi, 

2015; Ritger and Peppas, 1987). This model can be used to investigate the release mechanism 

unknown or driven by more than one type. Based on the model, the mechanisms of the release 

from polymer can be divided into Fickian model (Case I) and Non-Fickian models that 

include Case II, Anomalous Case and Super Case II. The detailed explanations of each case 

are demonstrated in other researchers’ work (Bruschi, 2015). As shown in Equation (2.14), 
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there is a release exponent 𝑛 indicating the type of the release. When 𝑛 = 0.5, the release is 

the same as the Fickian model and driven by diffusion. When 𝑛 is between 0.5 and 1, the 

release mechanism is anomalous transport and driven by diffusion and the swelling of the 

polymer. When 𝑛 = 1, the release is Non-Fickian Case II and corresponding to the Zero-order 

Model. When 𝑛 is above 1, the model is called Super Case II where the polymer is broken. 

Besides, by considering the geometry of the release substance, Table 2.2 summarises the 

application of each value of 𝑛. In addition, considering the burst release at the beginning of 

the release, the equation can be modified as (2.15) shown below. Generally, the cumulative 

amount 𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
 less than 60% is suggested. 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝛫𝑅𝑃𝑡𝑛                                                                                                                          (2.14) 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝛫𝑅𝑃𝑡𝑛 + 𝑏                                                                                                                   (2.15) 

where, 𝐾𝑅𝑃 is the release constant of Ritger-Peppas Model, 𝑛 means the release exponent and 

𝑏 represents the burst effect of the initial release.  
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Table 2.2 Summary of the exponent value applying to the Ritger-Peppas Model and the corresponding 

release mechanisms (Bruschi, 2015; Siepmann and Peppas, 2011) 

 Planar (thin films) Cylinders Spheres 
Release 

mechanism 

The value of the 

release exponent 

𝑛 

0.5 0.45 0.43 Fickian diffusion 

0.5< 𝑛 <1.0 0.45< 𝑛 <0.89 0.43< 𝑛 <0.85 
Anomalous 

transport 

1.0 0.89 0.85 Case II transport 

𝑛>1 𝑛>0.89 𝑛>0.85 
Super Case II 

transport 
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CHAPTER 3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of this project is to prepare antifouling microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic 

with enhanced thermal properties for potential applications in coatings to achieve its sustained 

release in marine environment, which can prevent the adhesion of the microbial organisms on 

the surface of equipment. In this chapter, the materials and the process of preparing 

antifouling microcapsules with metal on their surface are demonstrated, as well as the 

techniques and methodology used to characterise the microcapsules. Solvent evaporation 

method was used to prepare microcapsules, based on oil in water (O/W) emulsification in a 

stirred vessel with a Rushton turbine. The microcapsules with metal on their surface were 

prepared by electroless plating copper after generating a layer of polydopamine based on its 

self-polymerisation of dopamine. The morphology of microcapsules was characterised by 

optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the elements on their 

surface were analysed by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The size and size 

distribution of microcapsules were measured by Malvern particle sizing. UV-VIS 

spectrophotometry was used to quantify the amount of capsaicin in the microcapsules for 

measuring the encapsulation efficiency, the payload and the release rate. The mechanical 

properties of microcapsules were determined by a micromanipulation technique. The thermal 

conductivity of microcapsules was analysed by laser flash technique. The release performance 

of capsaicin from microcapsules was carried out in water and cyclohexane to accelerate the 

release, respectively. The materials used, as well as details of each process and methodology 

will be described in this chapter. 
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3.2 Materials 

N-vanillylnonanamide (Capsaicin synthetic, ≥ 97%, powder), cellulose acetate butyrate 

(average Mn~30000), ethyl acetate (anhydrous, 99.8%), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (87-89%, 

hydrolysed, average M. W. 13000-23000), cyclohexane (anhydrous, 99.5%), hydrochloric 

acid (37%), formaldehyde solution (ACS reagent, 37 wt. % in H2O) and sodium hydroxide 

(reagent grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, the UK. Ethanol (HPLC grade) 

and copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate (≥ 99%) were supplied by Fisher Scientific, 

Leicestershire, UK. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA-Na2) (≥ 

99%), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) (99%) and dopamine hydrochloride (99%) 

were obtained from Alfa Aesar, Lancaster, UK. Palladium(II) chloride (ReagentPlus, 99%) 

was purchased from Scientific Laboratory Supplies, North Humberside, UK. Potassium 

sodium tartrate (>99%) was supplied by Fluka Analytical, UK. Fumed aluminium oxide 

(Aeroxide® Alu 130) was obtained from Evonik Industries, Staffordshire, UK. All the 

solutions were made by deionized water. 

 

3.3 Microencapsulation by solvent evaporation 

Microcapsules consisting of a core of capsaicin and shell of cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) 

were prepared using a solvent evaporation method, based on emulsification of oil in water 

phase (O/W) in a stirred vessel with a Rushton turbine (IKA laboratory technology, Germany). 

The Rushton turbine has an impeller of 30mm in diameter. The amount of fluids, the diameter 

of impeller and the distance between the impeller and the bottom of the vessel met the 

requirement of standard tank configuration (diameter of the tank 6.5 cm; height of the liquid 

6.5 cm; width of baffle 0.7 cm; distance between the impeller and the bottom of the tank 2-3 
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cm). The vessel was wrapped by aluminium foil during the whole process since the active 

capsaicin can be degraded by light. First of all, 2g CAB was dissolved in 20mL of solvent 

which was ethyl acetate. The oil phase was formed after another 10mL ethyl acetate 

dissolving a specific amount of capsaicin synthetic (the ratio of the active/polymer = 1/8, 1/4 

or 1/2 w/w) was added into the former solution, which was mixed by a magnetic stirrer 

(Stuart, UK) for at least 30 min. Then 150mL of PVA aqueous solution (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% or 

0.8% w/v) was poured into a vessel with a volume of 250mL, which was stirred by the 

Rushton turbine at a specific stirring speed. The vessel was a jacketed beaker (Sigma-Aldrich, 

UK) with four baffles in it to increase turbulence and connected with a refrigerated and 

heating circulator to maintain a constant temperature. The PVA aqueous solution was pre-

saturated with 15mL ethyl acetate in order to prevent the precipitation of CAB into the fibre-

like agglomerates from the oil phase (Altshuller and Everson, 1953; Li et al., 2008). The O/W 

emulsification took place at 10℃ while the oil phase was injected into the water phase, which 

was agitated continuously at various speed (600 rpm, 800 rpm or 1000rpm). The top of the 

vessel should be covered to prevent quick solvent evaporation. After a period of the 

emulsification process, another 50mL of PVA aqueous solution was added into the vessel 

dropwise (80-90 drops per minute) by a pump (101U, Watson-Marlow, UK) to extract solvent 

into the continuous phase gradually. The cover on the vessel was removed, and evaporation of 

the solvent was controlled at 30℃ for overnight. Microcapsules containing capsaicin 

synthetic were then obtained from the suspension by centrifugation at 3820 ×g (Labnet 

International, USA) and washed by water for three times at least. Finally the microcapsules 

were dried in a vacuum dryer (Edwards Ltd, UK) for 24 hours. 
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3.4 Electroless plating 

  3.4.1 Self-polymerised dopamine on microcapsules 

The polydopamine (PDA) was formed on the surface of microcapsules containing capsaicin 

synthetic at room temperature (18-23℃). Firstly, 100mg dopamine hydrochloride was added 

into 50mL 10mM pH8.5 TRIS buffer solution stirred by a magnetic stirrer plate (Stuart, UK)  

at 300rpm to reach the concentration of 2mg/mL. The self-polymerisation of dopamine began, 

and after a period of agitation (0min, 30min, 1h, 2h or 24h) 100mg microcapsules were added 

into the pre-formed PDA solution and kept stirring for 30min, 1h, 2h or 3h. The 

microcapsules with PDA on their surface were then filtrated and washed by DI-water for three 

times. The 10mM TRIS buffer solution was prepared by DI-water and adjusted to pH 8.5 by 

1M HCl. 

 

  3.4.2 Electroless plating copper 

The microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic were coated with copper by electroless 

plating at room temperature. First of all, the microcapsules with PDA on their surface were 

suspended in 2mM NaPdCl4 solution for 2 hours to activate the electroless plating process. 

Then the suspension was filtrated and washed by DI-water. The activated microcapsules were 

subsequently immersed in the Cu2+ electroless plating bath overnight. Eventually, the 

microcapsules coated by copper were obtained by filtration, washing by DI-water and dried in 

the vacuum dryer. 

The aqueous solution of 2mM NaPdCl4 was prepared with 1mol PdCl2 and 2mol NaCl per 

litre of DI-water in the ultrasonic surroundings. The composition of the chemical components 
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in the Cu2+ electroless plating bath is shown in Table 3.1. Each component was prepared into 

solution based on the final concentration in the bath, and mixed one by one in the order listed 

in the table to prevent precipitation, and potassium sodium tartrate and sodium hydroxide 

were added dropwise, respectively. The pH value of the bath was adjusted to 12.5 by sodium 

hydroxide. The final concentration of each solution is shown in the table. 

 

Table 3.1 Composition of the Cu2+ electroless plating bath (Zhou et al., 2016) 

Component Chemical Formula Role in the bath Concentration 

Copper(II) sulfate 

pentahydrate 
CuSO4·5H2O Metallic ions of plating 16g/L 

EDTA-Na2 C10H14N2Na2O8 · 2H2O Stabiliser 25g/L 

Potassium sodium 

tartrate 
KNaC4H4O6·4H2O Complexing agent 14g/L 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH Buffering solution 12g/L 

Formaldehyde HCHO Reducing agent 12mL/L 
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3.5 Techniques to characterise the microcapsules 

  3.5.1 Morphology, structure and element analysis 

    3.5.1.1 Optical microscopy 

The optical microscopy was used to observe the morphology and the size of microcapsules 

roughly. The optical microscope (Leica Microsystems Ltd., the UK) was equipped with the 

objective lenses having the magnification from ×5 to ×40 and the ocular lenses having the 

magnification of ×1, ×1.5 and ×1.6. 

 

   3.5.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to characterise the morphology of 

microcapsules with more precision than the optical microscopy, and Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy (EDS) was used for detecting the surface elements on the samples. SEM was 

performed in the microscope JSM-6060 (JEOL Ltd., Japan) with Inca EDS (Oxford 

Instruments plc, UK). 

The dry microcapsules were placed and stuck on a specimen stub with the conductive carbon 

adhesive tabs, and then metallised by gold coating (Polaron Sputter Coater SC7640, Quorum 

Technology Ltd., UK) to make the microcapsules electrically conductive. The microcapsules 

containing capsaicin synthetic without metallic compound were characterized at 15kV-20kV, 

and the microcapsules with metallic particles were scanned at 20kV-30kV for the elements 

analysis. For observing the inner structure of microcapsules, liquid nitrogen was used to 

freeze the sample rapidly and the microcapsules were ground immediately by a pestle in a 
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mortar. The brittle broken microcapsules were obtained after the liquid nitrogen evaporated, 

and the following procedures were the same as observing those intact microcapsules 

 

  3.5.2 Malvern particle sizing 

The size and the size distribution of the microcapsules were measured by Malvern Mastersizer 

2000 (Malvern Panalytical Ltd., UK). A sample dispersion unit filled with DI-water was 

connected with the instrument to deliver the samples into the optical bench. The 

microcapsules were well dispersed in DI-water and dripped into the dispersion unit. The 

experiments were carried out at 20℃ for three times and the average of the mean size and the 

size distribution were obtained. The size range of measurements was 0.01-1000μm. The 

refractive index of CAB was 1.475 and that of water is 1.330 (obtained from the supplier). 

 

  3.5.3 UV-VIS spectrophotometry 

The UV-VIS spectrophotometry was used to quantify the amount of capsaicin synthetic in the 

microcapsules, as the capsaicin synthetic contains the aromatic groups which can be analysed 

by this method (Lewis, 2016). The UV-VIS spectrophotometer (CE 2021, Cecil Instruments 

Ltd., the UK) covers the wavelength range from 190nm to 900nm with a deuterium lamp for 

the ultraviolet range and a tungsten lamp for the visible range, and all the measurements took 

place in the same quartz cuvette with the path length of 10mm. 

The UV-VIS spectrophotometry is based on the Beer–Lambert law shown below, which 

applies on the solutions in low concentration (Lewis, 2016; Perkampus, 1992). 
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𝐴 = 𝑙𝑔
𝐼0

𝐼
= 𝑙𝑔

1

𝑇𝑙
= 휀 ∙  ∙ 𝑐                                                                                                    (3.1) 

where 𝐴  is absorbance; 𝐼0  represents the intensity of the light entering the solution; 𝐼 

represents the intensity of the light emerging from the solution; 𝑇𝑙 means the transmittance of 

the light; 휀 is the extinction coefficient;  is the path length of the light through the cuvette and 

𝑐 is the concentration of the component in the solution. 

For the dilute solution measured in a specific cuvette, the extinction coefficient 휀 and the path 

length  𝑙  are constants at the given wavelength. Therefore the relation between the 

absorbance  𝐴  and the concentration  𝑐  is linear. The solution must be diluted into an 

appropriate concentration before the measurements to have the absorbance reading between 

0.3 and 0.7. Otherwise, 휀 is no longer a constant but related to the refractive index of the 

solution (Perkampus, 1992). 

 

3.5.3.1 Calibration 

To obtain the concentration of the component, a calibration curve is needed and can be drawn 

with a series of concentration and the absorbance values at the specific wavelength. In this 

case, the solute was capsaicin synthetic and the solvents used were 80% v/v ethanol in water 

and pure cyclohexane, respectively. First of all, the pure solvent in the quartz cuvette was 

scanned as the baseline. Then the solution of capsaicin synthetic in one of the solvents was 

scanned, showing the wavelength of 280nm at the absorption peak (λmax), which was 

corresponding to the capsaicin’s absorption peak (Koleva et al., 2013). All the following 

measurements were carried out at the wavelength of 280nm. Then the absorbance of 6-8 

solutions with different given concentrations were analysed by the UV-VIS 
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spectrophotometer. At last, the calibration curve was plotted by the absorbance and their 

corresponding concentration, shown in Fig 3.1. 

 

       

Fig 3.1 Calibration curve of capsaicin synthetic in (a) 80% v/v ethanol and (b) pure cyclohexane 

 

3.5.3.2 Measurement of the encapsulation efficiency 

The amount of capsaicin synthetic in the microcapsules was quantified by the UV-VIS 

spectrophotometry. First of all, the dry microcapsules, weighed in triplicate (15mg for each), 

were ground in a mortar and dissolved in 15mL ethanol to extract capsaicin synthetic, and the 

same amount of the blank CAB sample was prepared in the same way. The solution was 

shaken in an orbital mixer (Denley, UK) at 100rpm for 3h for the full extraction of capsaicin 

synthetic to ethanol, and the mortars were wrapped and covered by aluminium foil in case of 

capsaicin synthetic degradation by light and quick evaporation of ethanol. Each solution was 

diluted to 10 times by 80% v/v aqueous ethanol solution. The absorbance of solution was 

measured, and the payload and the encapsulation efficiency were calculated as follows (Im et 

al., 2010). The payload is the amount of core material in the whole capsules, and the 
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encapsulation efficiency is the ratio of the mass of core material indeed encapsulated to the 

mass of the total core material added into the preparation. The effect of CAB on the 

absorbance was eliminated when calculated. 

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (%) = 100 ×
𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
                                                                                         (3.2) 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (%) = 100 ×
𝑚𝑎

𝑚𝑜
= 100 ×

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒+𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙)⁄
                      (3.3) 

where 𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 is the mass of core material in the microcapsules sample; 𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 represents 

the mass of the sample; 𝑚𝑎  represents the actual loading; 𝑚𝑜  represents the theoretical 

loading; 𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the mass of core material used for encapsulation and 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the mass of 

shell material used for encapsulation. 

 

  3.5.4 Micromanipulation technique 

3.5.4.1 Preparation of force transducer probes 

The transducers (Model 403A and 405A, force scale 10mN, Aurora Scientific Inc., Canada) 

were used to compress the microcapsules to generate the force versus displacement data, and 

a glass probe with a flat end was connected to the transducer output tube, making the 

compression. The glass probe was made by heating and pulling a borosilicate glass rod in a 

puller (Narishige, Japan), and the sharp end was polished to a required diameter by a 

microgrinder (Narishige, Japan). The probe was glued to a transducer with a required force 

scale. 
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3.5.4.2 Calibration of force transducer 

The force transducer was calibrated prior to the experiments to obtain the sensitivity which 

was defined as the force change per unit of voltage. The transducer was placed and fixed on a 

flat desk by Blu-Tac with the glass probe pointing upward. A few pieces of paper with 

various mass (0.1g, 0.2g, 0.4g) were cut into small size and weighed accurately by a balance 

(Secura 124-1S, Sartorius, Germany). The papers with various weights were then placed 

carefully on the tip of the glass probe, respectively, and the force applied to the probe could 

be calculated by the weight of the paper and gravitational constant G (9.8 m/s2). The 

corresponding voltage change due to adding each piece of paper was recorded after the 

voltage reading was stable. The voltage of baseline was recorded while there was no paper on 

the probe.  A calibration curve could be plotted by force versus voltage change compared with 

the baseline, and the slope of the trendline was the sensitivity of the transducer. 

 

3.5.4.3 Compression of single microcapsules 

The compression of single microcapsules was made between two flat surfaces which were the 

glass probe with the required diameter and the glass slide holding the microcapsules.  The dry 

microcapsules were spread on the glass slide to separate single microcapsules, and the glass 

slide was fixed in the sample stage horizontally. The probe of transducer was positioned 

vertically above the single microcapsules. The view of compression could be observed from a 

side-view camera connected with a TV monitor. The diameter of the individual microcapsules 

was measured on the TV monitor, and 1mm on the TV monitor equals to the actual diameter 

1.0758µm. For each sample, 20 microcapsules were selected for compression. The 

compression on the glass slide without single microcapsules was carried out for three times to 
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obtain the average compliance of the transducer probe. All the data sampling frequency was 

50Hz and the compression velocity applied to single microcapsules was 2µm/s. The graph of 

force versus displacement was obtained after the measurement. 

 

3.5.4.4 Determination of Young’s Modulus 

The compression of the microcapsules between two flat rigid surfaces could be described by 

the Hertz theory below which is applied for the nominal strain less than 10% (Muller et al., 

2005; Yan et al., 2009), while the Tatara theory is presented for large elastic deformations 

such as a rubber sphere (Tatara, 1991). 

𝐹 =
√2𝑅𝐸

3(1−𝜈2)
Δ

3

2                                                                                                                         (3.4) 

Δ = 2δ                                                                                                                                    (3.5) 

𝜖 =
Δ

2𝑅
                                                                                                                                      (3.6) 

where 𝐹  is the force applied, mN; 𝑅  is the radius of the microcapsule, µm; 𝐸  is Young’s 

Modulus, MPa; 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio which is 0.3 for CAB (Gindl and Keckes, 2004); Δ 

represents the diametric compressive displacement, µm; δ represents the displacement of local 

compression at each contact point, µm, and 𝜖 is the nominal strain, MPa. As 𝑅, 𝐸 and 𝜈 were 

considered as constants for a microcapsule, the relation between 𝐹 and Δ
3

2 is linear, which 

could be obtained from the obtained data, and the slope √2𝑅𝐸

3(1−𝜈2)
 could be determined easily 

using a linear regression. So Young’s Modulus 𝐸 of a single microcapsule was calculated, and 

the higher value it is, the more rigid the material is. 
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  3.5.5 Thermal conductivity measurement 

    3.5.5.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Heat capacity is defined as the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit 

quantity of a substance by 1K (Varshneya and Mauro, 2019a). Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) was used for measuring 𝑐𝑝 (the molar heat capacity at constant pressure) 

which was used for the following measurement of LFA. The dry microcapsules were placed 

in an aluminium crucible with lid sealed by the crucible sealing press (Mettler Toledo, UK). 

The samples were heated up at a rate of 5℃/min from 5℃ to 85℃. Sapphire was measured as 

the comparison of the 𝑐𝑝  data. The DSC curve was obtained and the 𝑐𝑝  value could be 

analysed and calculated by the baseline of the curve as the rectangle shown in Fig 3.2. 

 

 

Fig 3.2 DSC curve of the microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic with core/shell ratio 1/2 agitated at 

1000 rpm in 0.1% PVA, and the rectangle is used to calculate the heat capacity 
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3.5.5.2 Laser flash technique 

The thermal conductivity was measured by Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA427, Netzsch 

Instruments, Germany). The dry microcapsules were compressed into tablets in a punch 

mould with a diameter of 13.0mm by a universal testing machine (LS100, Lloyd Instruments 

Ltd., UK) prior to the analysis. The tablets were sprayed homogeneously by a thin layer of 

graphite as the absorber for the heating laser on one side and an emitter for the IR detector on 

the other side (Ruoho et al., 2015), and left to dry and the thickness of each tablet was 

measured by a micrometre. Before mounting horizontally on the top of a sample carrier tube 

in the chamber of LFA, the tablet was trimmed to 12.7mm in diameter to fit in the holder. The 

liquid nitrogen was used to cool down the furnace, and the flow rate of nitrogen gas was 

100mL/min. The measuring temperature was started from 20℃ to 45℃ at a rate of 2℃/min, 

and 5 shots were carried out for each temperature. The three-layer-model was selected for 

considering the effect of the layers of graphite. When the predetermined temperature of 

furnace was stable, a pulsed laser emitted energy under the sample, and an infrared sensor 

above the sample detected the change of heat. The thermal diffusivity 𝑎 of each sample was 

obtained after the measurements based on Equation (3.7), and thermal conductivity 𝜆 was 

calculated from Equation (3.8) with the 𝑐𝑝 value from DSC. 

𝑎 = 1.38
𝑙2

𝜋2∙𝑡0.5
                                                                                                                        (3.7) 

𝜆(𝑇) = 𝑎(𝑇) ∙ 𝑐𝑝(𝑇) ∙ 𝜌(𝑇)                                                                                                    (3.8) 

where 𝑎 represents the thermal diffusivity, mm2/s; 𝑙 represents the thickness of the sample, 

mm; 𝑡0.5 is the time at 50% of the temperature increase; 𝜆 represents the thermal conductivity, 
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W/(m·K); 𝑐𝑝 is the molar heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(g·K) and 𝜌 is the density of the 

material, g/cm3. 

 

3.6 Release rate measurement 

The continuous release study was carried out at room temperature (20±2℃) in DI-water and 

cyclohexane, respectively. The release of the capsaicin synthetic in each liquid was under the 

sink condition (Pal et al., 2018). Each experiment was undertaken duplicate. 

For the release in water, the dry microcapsules, weighed in duplicate (20mg for each), were 

placed in a tea bag and closed firmly by a clip. The release medium of 250mL of DI-water 

was added into a glass bottle which was wrapped by aluminium foil completely to shade from 

light. The tea bag with microcapsules was put into the deionised water, which was shaken at 

100rpm by an orbital mixer (Denley, UK). An aliquot (3mL) was taken and replaced by the 

same volume of deionised water at various time intervals from four times a day to once a day 

(Fundueanu et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). The samples were extracted by 

ethanol solution (ethanol/water = 4/1 v/v) and analysed by a UV/VIS spectrophotometer at the 

wavelength of 280nm. The concentration of capsaicin synthetic in each sample was calculated 

from the absorbance reading, as described in the section of 3.4.3. The curve of the cumulative 

versus time was drawn based on the average value of the release data at each sampling time. 

Cyclohexane was used as a dissolution liquid to speed up the release of capsaicin synthetic 

whose solubility in the solvent is much greater than in water in order to shorten the 

experimental duration. For the release in cyclohexane, the dry microcapsules, weighed in 

duplicate (20mg for each), were placed in a glass bottle of 100mL wrapped by aluminium foil 
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tightly to shade from the light. The release started once the release medium which was 100mL 

cyclohexane was added into the bottle and shaken at 100rpm by the orbital mixer. An aliquot 

(1mL) was taken and replaced by the same volume of cyclohexane at various time intervals 

from every hour to once a day gradually. The samples were analysed by a UV/VIS 

spectrophotometer at the wavelength of 280nm, and the concentration of capsaicin synthetic 

in each sample was calculated from the absorbance reading, as described previously. The 

curve of the cumulative versus time was drawn based on the average value of the release data 

at each sampling time. 
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CHAPTER 4 PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF ANTIFOULING 

MICROCAPSULES BY SOLVENT EVAPORATION 

4.1 Introduction 

Biofouling is an undesirable accumulation of marine biological organisms on the surface of 

substratum under seawater (Deng et al., 2016; Kochkodan and Hilal, 2015; Yebra et al., 2004). 

The phenomenon caused by complex marine environment can influence the state of power 

generation systems in seawater. Marine biofouling can cause a series of problems to the 

equipment working under the sea, such as the corrosion of metal, high consumption of energy, 

low heat transfer efficiency of the equipment in seawater and high cost of maintenance. In 

order to prevent marine biofouling, it is necessary to apply the coatings with antifouling 

property on the surface of equipment. Currently there are a few coatings containing 

antifouling agents in the market, such as hybrid fluorine copolymer, silicone oils, hybrid and 

hydrogel silicone (Dafforn et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014). Capsaicin can be an alternative of the 

antifouling agent, which is a non-toxic and environmental-friendly substance (Wang et al., 

2014). However, it is not desirable to reapply the coatings frequently, not only increasing the 

down time of the equipment but also the cost of maintenance. Therefore, it is necessary to 

achieve sustained release of the antifouling agent from the coatings. Microcapsules to be 

incorporated into the coatings can be an effective way to prevent the release immediately and 

maintain a sustained release of the antifouling agent.  

The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to achieve the sustained release of the 

antifouling agent from microcapsules into the marine system. A typical thickness of coatings 

is approximately 200 µm and the size of microcapsules should be less than 60 µm to prevent 

change of the morphology of the coatings  (Personal communication with Dr Jianfeng Hu, 
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South China University of Technology, China). In this chapter, the preparation and 

characterisation of microcapsules containing antifouling agent are demonstrated. The 

microcapsules are prepared with cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) as the shell material and 

capsaicin synthetic as the core material by solvent evaporation based on oil(O)/water(W) 

emulsification. The effects of different formulation and processing conditions including 

emulsifier concentration, emulsification time, agitation speed and the ratio of core/shell 

material on the formation of microcapsules, their morphology, the size distribution, the 

encapsulation efficiency and payload are studied. In addition, the mechanical properties of the 

formed microcapsules are characterised. Moreover, the release rates of capsaicin from the 

microcapsules to two dissolution liquids are measured. The basic experimental details are 

described in Chapter 3, and specific experimental details are presented in this chapter. 

 

4.2 Experimental 

  4.2.1 Microencapsulation of capsaicin synthetic by solvent evaporation 

The microencapsulation of capsaicin synthetic with CAB as shell material was carried out by 

solvent evaporation. 1% (w/v) Tween 80 solution, 1% (w/v) hydrophilic Aerosil silica 

suspension and 0.5% (w/v) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution were used as the emulsifier, and 

different concentrations of PVA (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 0.8%, w/v) were used to investigate 

its effect on the formation of microcapsules. The microcapsules with various ratios of 

capsaicin synthetic/CAB (1/1, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8, w/w) were prepared. The emulsification time 

(5 min, 15 min, 30 min and 60 min) and the agitation speed (400 rpm, 600 rpm, 800 rpm and 

1000 rpm) were used to study their effects on the morphology and the size of the formed 
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microcapsules. The details of the formulation and the processing conditions are described in 

Section 3.3. 

 

  4.2.2 Morphology of microcapsules 

The morphology of microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic was observed by optical 

microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Generally, Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) is an useful method to observe the internal structure of microcapsules by 

getting ultra-thin sections cut by ultramicrotome (Long et al., 2009). However the shell 

material CAB was not compatible with ethanol during the sampling process. Thus the internal 

structure of the microcapsules was obtained by freezing the microcapsules with liquid 

nitrogen and breaking them rapidly (Liu, 2010). The detailed information is provided in 

Section 3.5.1. 

 

  4.2.3 Size and size distribution 

The size and size distribution of microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic were measured 

by Malvern particle sizing, and the experimental details are described in Section 3.5.2. 
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  4.2.4 Encapsulation efficiency and payload 

The amount of capsaicin synthetic in the microcapsules was quantified by the UV-VIS 

spectrophotometry as described in the section of 3.5.3. Then the encapsulation efficiency and 

payload were calculated by Equations (3.2) and (3.3). 

 

  4.2.5 Determination of the mechanical properties of single microcapsules 

The mechanical properties were determined by a micromanipulation technique. Single 

microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic and microspheres of CAB were compressed, respectively, 

and the microcapsules with different formulations were analysed. The details of the operation 

are demonstrated in the section of 3.5.4. 

 

  4.2.6 Release of antifouling agent in water and in cyclohexane 

The continuous release study was carried out at room temperature (20±2℃) in DI-water and 

cyclohexane, respectively. The details of the release experiments are described in the section 

of 3.6. The measurements of the solubility of capsaicin synthetic in DI-water and cyclohexane 

were undertaken at room temperature as well. Excess capsaicin synthetic in powder was 

dispersed in water and cyclohexane, respectively. The solution was kept shaking for 7 days in 

water or 2 days in cyclohexane so that the capsaicin synthetic could fully dissolve in the 

dissolution liquid. Before the solubility was measured, the solution was placed still in order to 

allow those capsaicin synthetic particles to settle at the bottom of the container. The 
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concentration of the upper clear liquid corresponding to its solubility was measured by the 

UV-VIS spectrophotometry as described in Section 3.5.3. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

  4.3.1 Effect of the emulsifier on the formation of microcapsules 

Tween 80, hydrophilic Aerosil silica and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) were chosen as the 

emulsifier to investigate the formation of microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic and CAB as 

shell material. The optical microscope images of the formed microcapsules are shown in Fig 

4.1. It can be seen from Fig 4.1(a) that the microcapsules prepared in Tween 80 solution are 

not spherical and tend to agglomerate, and the size varies from 20µm to 300µm. Fig 4.1(b) 

shows that the microcapsules prepared in Aerosil silica aqueous suspension are highly in-

regular in shape. This may be due to the inadequate dispersion of the silica powder with nano 

scale in the water so that the suspension could not provide effective coverage on the surface 

of the droplets. Compared with these two types of microcapsules, those prepared in PVA 

aqueous solution are more spherical and homogenous. From the images taken under the 

optical microscope, it is obvious that the microcapsules have a matrix structure rather than the 

typical core-shell structure with the size range from 10µm to 150µm. With the help of 

emulsifier, the oil droplets can be produced and stabilised in the emulsion. Based on this 

preliminary work, therefore, PVA aqueous solution has been selected as the emulsifier for the 

further experiments. 
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(a) Prepared with 1% (w/v) Tween 80 

 

 

(b) Prepared with 1% (w/v) Aerosil Silica 
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(c) Prepared with (0.5%) PVA 

Fig 4.1 Microcapsules prepared with different emulsifiers under optical microscope 

 

Fig 4.2 shows SEM images of the microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic prepared 

using PVA aqueous solution, which clearly have a highly porous honeycomb structure with 

multiple cores. The matrix structure might be caused by solvent evaporation. In general, the 

solvent evaporation method consists of four steps: (1) dispersion of the oil phase as the 

dispersed phase containing solvent, core and shell materials; (2) emulsification of the oil 

phase in the aqueous phase as the continuous phase; (3) evaporation or extraction of the 

solvent to transform the droplets into solid microcapsules; (4) harvest of the microcapsules 

(Freitas et al., 2005). In stage of (3) the solvent evaporation or extraction, raising the 

temperature and continuously adding aqueous phase solution are needed to enhance the 

removal of the solvent, which could cause the matrix structure with pores inside the 

microcapsules (Yang et al., 2000). Since the formation of the internal structure could be 

affected by several parameters such as the temperature gradient during the evaporation, the 

speed of rising temperature, the extent of diluting the aqueous phase and the speed of diluting 
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it (Jeyanthi et al., 1996; Jyothi et al., 2010), these conditions were kept consistent in this 

research to eliminate their effects. 

 

 

Fig 4.2 SEM images (a: X400 and b: X600) of the internal structure of microcapsules prepared by 

solvent evaporation 

 

  4.3.2 Effect of emulsification time on the formation of microcapsules 

The formation of the O/W emulsion is achieved by breaking the oily dispersed phase into 

small droplets in an aqueous continuous phase by hydrodynamic force which results from a 

rotating turbine (Wilde, 2009). The stable emulsion is formed after agitation for some time. 

Fig 4.3 shows the morphology of the microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic prepared for the 

different lengths of emulsification time (5 min, 15 min, 30 min and 60 min) in the PVA 

aqueous solution as the continuous phase under the optical microscope. From Fig 4.3(a), it is 

shown that the microcapsules are coarse and their sizes are large over 200µm. When the 

emulsification time was increased to 15 min, the microcapsules as shown in Fig 4.3(b) are 
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more homogeneous, and their sizes are smaller than 200µm. For an emulsification time of 30 

min, the microcapsules (shown in Fig 4.3(c)) have even smaller sizes (under 50µm) and their 

shape looks spherical. When the emulsification time was further increased to 60 min, the sizes 

of microcapsules (Fig 4.3(d)) are reduced slightly and their shape remains spherical. Even 

though it affected the size of the microcapsules, the emulsification time of 30 min is chosen 

for further microencapsulation work since it generated the microcapsules less than 60µm, 

which can meet the requirement for being incorporated into the antifouling coatings in the 

end-use. 

 

 

(a) Emulsification for 5 min                            (b) Emulsification for 15 min 
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(c) Emulsification for 30 min                           (d) Emulsification for 60 min 

 Fig 4.3 Images of microcapsules prepared after emulsification for different lengths of time under 

optical microscope (the microcapsules were prepared with the core/shell ratio of 1/4 (w/w), agitation 

speed of 1000 rpm and 0.1% (w/v) PVA solution) 

 

  4.3.3 Effect of the concentration of PVA on the morphology, the size distribution and the 

encapsulation efficiency 

The formation of microcapsules is a complicated process with a variety of parameters 

affecting the results. The effect of the concentration of PVA in the continuous phase was 

therefore investigated on the morphology, the size distribution and the encapsulation 

efficiency of the microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic, which are shown in Fig 4.4 

and Table 4.1. 

From the images under optical microscope and SEM, the morphologies of microcapsules 

prepared in 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 0.8% (w/v) PVA aqueous solution are shown in Fig 4.4. 

The other preparation conditions remained the same. It is obvious that the microcapsules are 

becoming less spherical and coarser as the concentration of PVA increases. From the images 
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taken under SEM in Fig 4.4(a), the microcapsules prepared in 0.1% PVA have a very smooth 

surface and appear to be spherical, and there is no clear blemish on them. The microcapsules 

prepared in 0.2% PVA, shown in Fig 4.4(b), also have a smooth surface but are slightly more 

porous than the ones prepared with 0.1% PVA. There are a few small particles sticking on the 

larger ones. However, the surface of the microcapsules prepared with 0.5% PVA is coarser 

than those prepared with lower concentrations, and they are less spherical as shown in Fig 

4.4(c). There are also smaller microcapsules sticking on the larger ones. Moreover, compared 

with the previous three samples of microcapsules prepared with lower concentrations of PVA, 

those with 0.8% PVA are not spherical as shown in Fig 4.4(d), and there are some 

indents/holes on the surface. This implies that there may be hollows inside the microcapsules, 

which tend to agglomerate. The reason for this might be that the viscosity of PVA aqueous 

solution increases with its concentration. However, without PVA as the emulsifier, the 

emulsion could not be well formed as the oil droplet could not be stable in the system because 

of coalescence. The droplets merged to form larger ones, which can be prevented by adding 

emulsifier (Wilde, 2009). Overall, with the increasing concentration of PVA from 0.1% to 

0.8%, the microcapsules became less spherical, coarser and likely to agglomerate. 

The concentration of the emulsifier could affect the size of the microcapsules in two different 

ways. On the one hand, the higher the concentration of emulsifier is, the smaller the mean size 

of droplet is (Freitas et al., 2005; Jeffery et al., 1993). On the other hand the viscosity of the 

continuous phase can also affect the size of the droplet (Wilde, 2009). The increasing 

emulsifier concentration could increase the viscosity of the continuous phase, leading to the 

larger droplet size. The two effects may explain the initial decrease in the mean diameter d32 

from 37.5m (corresponding to PVA concentration of 0.1%) to 19.9 m (PVA 0.2%), and 

then increased to 26.3m (PVA 0.5%).    
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(a) 0.1% PVA (up left: optical microscope; up right: size distribution; down: two different 

magnifications under SEM) 
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 (b) 0.2% PVA (up left: optical microscope; up right: size distribution; down: two different 

magnifications under SEM) 

 

 

 

(c) 0.5% PVA (up left: optical microscope; up right: size distribution; down: two different 

magnifications under SEM) 
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 (d) 0.8% PVA (up left: optical microscope; up right: size distribution; down: two different 

magnifications under SEM) 

Fig 4.4 Morphologies and size distributions of microcapsules prepared with different concentrations of 

PVA aqueous solution 

 

The concentration of PVA may affect the encapsulation efficiency as well. The payload and 

the encapsulation efficiency of microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic prepared with 

different concentrations of PVA aqueous solution are presented in Table 4.1. It is shown that 

the payloads of capsaicin synthetic are between 13.4% and 17.9% and the encapsulation 

efficiency varies from 67.0% to 88.9%. The encapsulation efficiency increases as the 

concentration of PVA varies from 0.1% to 0.5%. When prepared with 0.5% PVA, the 

microcapsules had the highest encapsulation efficiency of 88.9%, and the corresponding 
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payload reached 17.9%. This may be due to the stabilisation of the droplets against 

coalescence by adding more PVA into the continuous phase (Yang et al., 2001). So more 

capsaicin synthetic could be encapsulated. However, the encapsulation efficiency drops to 

79.4% while microcapsules are prepared with 0.8% PVA aqueous solution, which is 

consistent with the observed indents/holes on their surfaces. 

 

Table 4.1 The payload and the encapsulation efficiency of microcapsules containing capsaicin 

synthetic prepared with different concentrations of PVA aqueous solution. The figures after ± 

represents the standard error. The same applies to the following tables. 

Concentration of 

PVA 
0.1% 0.2% 0.5% 0.8% 

Payload (13.4±0.5)% (15.8±0.4)% (17.9±0.2)%  (15.9±0.3)% 

Encapsulation 

efficiency 
(67.0±2.3)% (79.0±1.9)% (88.9±0.8)% (79.4±1.7)% 

 

  4.3.4 Effect of agitation speed on the size distribution and the encapsulation efficiency 

The emulsification of capsaicin synthetic in an aqueous phase was carried out with a Rushton 

turbine which had a flat disk with 6 vertical blades. The turbine provides hydrodynamic force 

in the mixing system while agitation, so the speed of the agitation can be important to the 

formation of the microcapsules. The size distribution of microcapsules prepared at a series of 

agitation speed (400 rpm, 600 rpm, 800 rpm and 1000 rpm) is shown in Fig 4.5. It can be seen 
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that the mean size of the microcapsules is getting smaller as the agitation speed increases, as 

expected. It is obvious that the SPAN values of all the microcapsules vary from 1.20 to 1.79, 

which indicates that the widths of the size distribution are all reasonably narrow. While 

agitated at 400 rpm and 600 rpm, the mean sizes D[3,2] of the microcapsules are 61.7µm and 

50.9µm, respectively, and there is a significant amount of microcapsules bigger than 100µm 

as shown in Fig 4.5(a) and (b), which is much beyond the size requirement (maximum 60µm) 

of the particles which can be incorporated into the coatings in the end-use. As shown in Fig 

4.5(c), the mean size D[3,2] of the microcapsules at 800 rpm is 26.3µm, but there are still 

some microcapsules larger than 60µm. While agitated at 1000 rpm, all the microcapsules are 

smaller than 60µm and their mean size D[3,2] is 4.5µm, which is desirable. As for the 

payload and the encapsulation efficiency of microcapsules prepared with different agitation 

speeds, Table 4.2 shows that the encapsulation efficiency reached 88.9% and 80.7% 

respectively while the agitation speed is 800 rpm and 1000 rpm. Therefore in the following 

study, an agitation speed of 1000 rpm has been chosen and kept constant. 

 

 

(a) At 400 rpm                                            (b) At 600 rpm 
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(c) At 800 rpm                                             (d) At 1000 rpm 

Fig 4.5 The mean size and the size distribution of microcapsules prepared by mechanical agitation at 

different speeds 

 

Table 4.2 The payload and the encapsulation efficiency of microcapsules containing capsaicin 

synthetic prepared with different agitations speeds 

Agitation speed 

(rpm) 
400 600 800 1000 

Payload (14.4±0.7)% (15.1±0.7)% (17.9±0.2)% (16.5±0.4)% 

Encapsulation 

efficiency 
(72.0±3.5)% (72.8±3.4)% (88.9±0.8)% (80.7±1.8)% 

D[3,2] 61.7µm 50.9µm 26.3µm 4.5µm 

SPAN 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.7 
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  4.3.5 Effect of the ratio of core/shell material on the encapsulation efficiency and the 

payload 

The mass ratio of capsaicin synthetic/CAB, the corresponding payload and the encapsulation 

efficiency are presented in Table 4.3. It is shown that the payload increases from 10.1% to 

16.5% while the core/shell ratio changes from 1/8 to 1/4 and then to 1/2, as expected, whilst 

the encapsulation efficiency decreased.  

 

Table 4.3 The payload and the encapsulation efficiency of microcapsules containing capsaicin 

synthetic and CAB prepared with different ratios of core/shell material 

Core/Shell ratio (w/w) 1/8 1/4 1/2 

Payload (10.1±0.4)% (14.4±0.7)% (16.5±0.4)% 

Encapsulation efficiency (87.4±3.2)% (86.8±2.4)% (80.7±1.8)% 

 

  4.3.6 Mechanical properties of microcapsules 

The mechanical properties of microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic were characterised 

using the micromanipulation technique. Fig 4.6(a) shows a typical curve of force of 

compression versus probe displacement from compressing single microcapsules of capsaicin 

synthetic, and Fig 4.6(b) is the corresponding curve of nominal stress versus nominal strain. 

Clearly, the force of compression gradually rises with the increasing displacement of the 
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probe compressing the single microcapsule. There appears to be an approximately linear 

region A-B at the beginning of the curve demonstrating that the nominal stress is proportional 

to the strain. It was also observed that the microcapsule deformed in this range showed full 

recovery after the force was released, which indicates the deformation was elastic. And this 

region A-B could be used to calculate Young’s Modulus which describes the elasticity of a 

material (Roylance, 2008). After that, the curve starts bending from the point B to point C and 

then to point D, which means the deformation from the point B becomes nonlinear, plastic 

and unrecoverable. Unlike the microcapsules with a liquid core such as oil (Hu et al., 2018; 

Pan et al., 2013; Sun and Zhang, 2001) or the cells (Du et al., 2017) having a rupture point 

while compressed, there is only elastic and plastic deformations observed for the 

microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic. This is due to the matrix structure of the microcapsules 

and the solid core of capsaicin synthetic. 
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Fig 4.6 A typical curve of (a) force of compression versus probe displacement from compressing a 

single microcapsule of capsaicin synthetic (diameter 19.4µm); (b) the corresponding nominal stress 

versus nominal strain from compressing the same microcapsule of capsaicin synthetic. 

 

The compression of the microcapsules between two flat rigid surfaces could be described by 

Hertz theory which is applied for the nominal strain less than 10% (Ding et al., 2008; Muller 

et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2009), while Tatara theory is presented for large elastic deformations 

such as a rubber sphere (Tatara, 1991). Here Hertz theory was used for describing the 

relationship between the compressive force and displacement up to 10% nominal strain. Fig 

4.7 presents a typical Hertz equation fitting curve up to 10% nominal strain of the 

microcapsule. It is shown that the force applied to the single microcapsule is proportional to 

Δ
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√2𝑅𝐸

3(1−𝜈2)
 so that Young’s Modulus 𝐸 of a single microcapsule could be calculated by assuming 

the Poisson ration is 0.3 for the shell material CAB (Gindl and Keckes, 2004). 

 

 

Fig 4.7 A typical curve of Hertz equation fitting data up to 10% nominal strain, where Δ represents the 

diametric compressive displacement 

 

Young’s Modulus can describe the stiffness of a material (Roylance, 2008), and the higher 

value it has, the more rigid the material is. Fig 4.8 gives the comparison of Young’s modulus 

of microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic prepared with different ratios of core/shell material 

(1/2, 1/4, 1/8, w/w) and the pure CAB microparticles prepared under the same conditions as 

other microcapsules. It is obvious that Young’s modulus decreases significantly as the ratio of 
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Table 4.3 that the payload of capsaicin synthetic drops while the ratio decreases. Therefore, 

while more capsaicin synthetic was encapsulated, the microcapsules were less rigid. In 

contrast to Young’s modulus values of other microcapsules with core/shell structure varying 

only from 15kPa up to 700kPa (Du et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2009), the 

microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic have Young’s values all in Mega Pascal scale, which 

mean these microcapsules are more stiff than most of other microcapsules. The more rigid 

they are, the more likely they can survive when mixed into the coatings for the end-use 

application. In summary, the composition and structure of the microcapsule can significantly 

affect its stiffness, and the microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic are more rigid compared with 

others. 

 

  

Fig 4.8 The comparison of Young’s modulus of microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic prepared with 

different ratios of core/shell material, where 𝐸 represents the Young's modulus and Blank CAB means 

the sample is pure CAB microparticles prepared under the same conditions as other microcapsules 
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  4.3.7 Release study 

The continuous release study of capsaicin synthetic was carried out in DI-water and 

cyclohexane, respectively. As the release rate of capsaicin synthetic in water can be very slow 

which is desirable for the application, the release in cyclohexane was used as the dissolution 

liquid for accelerating the release rate of capsaicin synthetic by increasing the solubility of the 

active ingredient in the liquid. The cumulative amount of capsaicin synthetic released in water 

and cyclohexane each is shown in Fig 4.9(a) and (b), respectively. It is obvious that the 

release rate in cyclohexane is much faster than that in water. As shown in Fig 4.9(a), the 

release in water can be sustained over 300 days with approximately a cumulative release of 

25%, while in Fig 4.9(b) the capsaicin synthetic takes only 22 hours to reach 80% amount 

released from the microcapsules. As seen from the graph, the maximum release amount is 

around 82% as the dissolution equilibrium. This might be due to the incomplete release of 

capsaicin synthetic from the deep pores of the matrix structure. Therefore it was difficult for 

the capsaicin synthetic to fully release from the microcapsules into the dissolution liquid, 

which has also been reported in other researchers’ work (Junyaprasert and Manwiwattanakul, 

2008). The initial accumulative release of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules is 

plotted in Fig 4.10, and both of them show good linear regression. By comparing the 

solubility of capsaicin synthetic in both of the dissolution liquids with the slope of the linear 

regression of their initial release, the ratios of the value of cyclohexane to water could match 

as indicated in Table 4.4. It could be implied that the release is mainly driven by diffusivity, 

and the release rate in water could be predicted by releasing capsaicin synthetic in 

cyclohexane and calculating with the proportion of their solubility. As for the intercept of the 
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linear regression equation, it might be caused by the burst release at the beginning of the 

release. Since the microcapsules had matrix structure, there might be some capsaicin synthetic 

molecules on the surface of the microcapsules. Once the microcapsules were immersed in the 

dissolution liquid, those capsaicin synthetic molecules on the surface were likely to diffuse 

into the liquid very quickly. The intercepts of the linear regressions are different, which 

indicates the different amount of burst release. The reason might be that capsaicin synthetic 

takes longer time to dissolve into water than into cyclohexane, so the burst release in water is 

8 times slower than in cyclohexane. 

 

 

Fig 4.9 Cumulative amount of capsaicin synthetic released (a) in water and (b) in cyclohexane. The 

microcapsules were prepared with the core/shell ratio 1/4 agitated at 800 rpm in 0.5% PVA solution. 

The same conditions apply to the microcapsules below. 
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Fig 4.10 Initial accumulative release of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules in (a) water and (b) 

cyclohexane 
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Table 4.4 Summary of the initial release rate and the solubility values of capsaicin synthetic in water 

and cyclohexane 

 Slope of the linear regression Solubility (mg/L) 

In cyclohexane 0.0061 220±0.014 

In water 0.0003 8.7±1.7 

The ratio of the value of 

cyclohexane to water 
20.3 25.3 

 

In order to predict the release profile for a long-term release, it is necessary to know the 

mechanism of the release and study the release kinetics. There are a large number of 

mathematical models describing the release kinetics. As introduced in Section 2.4.3.2, the 

Zero-order Model, First-order Model, Higuchi Model, Hixson-Crowell Model and Ritger-

Peppas Model were investigated to find the most suitable model to predict the release profile 

of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules. 

The release constants 𝐾 of each model and their values of R2 are calculated as shown in Table 

4.5. It is found that the release for all the microcapsules prepared with three different 

concentrations of PVA is best described by Ritger-Peppas Model with the release exponent 𝑛 

= 0.43, with R2 values all higher than 97%. Ritger-Peppas Model is a semi-empirical model 

specifically for the drug release from a polymeric matrix (Bruschi, 2015). This model can be 

used to investigate the release mechanism unknown or driven by more than one type. Based 

on its theory and the fact that the release took place from spheres instead of thin films or 

cylinders, as shown in Table 2.1, 𝑛 = 0.43, 0.65, 0.85 and 1.20 are selected for the study. 
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When 𝑛 = 0.43, the model shows a better linear regression. So it can be implied that the 

release of capsaicin synthetic from the matrix microcapsules was driven by Fickian diffusion. 

The rate of the dissolution liquid diffusing into the microcapsules was much faster than the 

swelling or the relaxation of the polymeric chain, resulting in the time-dependent release. 

Thus, the Ritger-Peppas Model could be used to describe the release kinetics of capsaicin 

synthetic from the microcapsules with 𝑛 = 0.43. The value of 𝐾 could indicate the release rate 

of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules. It is shown that the release from microcapsules 

prepared in 0.2% PVA was faster than the ones prepared in 0.5% PVA, while those prepared 

in 0.1% PVA shows the slowest release rate. The release rate is related to the surface area, the 

larger it is, the faster the release is. This means the microcapsules prepared in 0.2% PVA have 

larger surface area than those prepared in 0.1% PVA and in 0.5% PVA, which is consistent 

with the results of their mean sizes shown in the previous section. The comparison between 

the experimental data and the modelling fittings is shown in Fig 4.11. It is obvious that the 

experimental data and the corresponding modelling are fitting well. 
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Table 4.5 Release kinetics of microcapsules containing capsaicin synthetic, where K is the release 

constant of each model, R2 is the coefficient of determination, and the microcapsules were samples 

prepared in different concentrations of PVA as shown in the previous section (ⅰ: 0.1%, ⅱ: 0.2% and ⅲ: 

0.5%) 

Microcapsules 

Zero-order Model First-order Model Higuchi Model 
Hixson-Crowell 

Model 

K0 R2 K1 R2 KH R2 KHC R2 

ⅰ 0.008 0.346 0.042 0.546 0.076 0.920 0.003 0.558 

ⅱ 0.010 0.458 0.058 0.483 0.106 0.945 0.005 0.669 

ⅲ 0.007 0.075 0.028 0.552 0.099 0.835 0.003 0.364 

 

Microcapsules 

Ritger-Peppas Model 

𝑛=0.43 𝑛=0.65 𝑛=0.85 𝑛=1.20 

KRP R2 KRP R2 KRP R2 KRP R2 

ⅰ 0.092 0.976 0.035 0.943 0.017 0.913 0.003 0.765 

ⅱ 0.128 0.977 0.052 0.939 0.024 0.898 0.006 0.817 

ⅲ 0.107 0.972 0.040 0.918 0.018 0.864 0.004 0.774 
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Fig 4.11 The comparison between the experimental data and the modelling fittings of Ritger-Peppas 

Model with 𝑛 = 0.43 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the preparation and characterisation of microcapsules containing antifouling 
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Tween 80 solution, 1% (w/v) hydrophilic Aerosil silica suspension and (0.5%, w/v) polyvinyl 
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synthetic prepared using PVA were more spherical and smooth compared with the other two 

emulsifiers. The microcapsules prepared by solvent evaporation had a matrix structure with 
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multiple cores. The emulsification taking place for 30 min produced spherical and smooth 

microcapsules. Various concentrations (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 0.8%, w/v) of PVA in aqueous 

phase were then used to prepare microcapsules. As the concentration was increased, the 

microcapsules became less spherical, coarser and more likely to agglomerate, and the 

encapsulation efficiency reached the highest (88.9%) at a PVA concentration of 0.5%, and the 

corresponding payload was 17.9%. The effect of agitation speed was also studied. While 

agitated at 1000 rpm, all the microcapsules were smaller than 60µm, and the encapsulation 

efficiency and the payload reached 80.7% and 16.5%, respectively. It was found that the 

payload increased while the core/shell ratio was changed from 1/8 to 1/4 and then to 1/2, as 

expected. In addition, the mechanical properties of the microcapsules with different ratios of 

core/shell material (1/2, 1/4, 1/8, w/w) and the pure CAB microparticles were also 

characterised. There were only elastic and plastic deformations observed for the 

microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic due to their matrix structure. Hertz theory was used for 

determining the Young’s modulus of the microcapsules. While the ratio of core/shell material 

was increased (0, 1/8, 1/4 to 1/2), the Young’s modulus value decreased significantly, and the 

microcapsules became less rigid. The microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic were all in Mega 

Pascal scale and more rigid compared with the different microcapsules prepared by other 

researchers. Moreover, the release of capsaicin synthetic from microcapsules prepared using 

three different concentrations of PVA were studied using DI-water and cyclohexane as 

dissolution liquid, respectively. It was found that cyclohexane could be used for shortening 

the release duration and predicting the release profile in water by considering the solubility of 

capsaicin synthetic in each liquid. The release the mechanism and kinetics are discussed as 

well. Ritger-Peppas Model with 𝑛 = 0.43 was demonstrated to describe the release kinetics of 
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capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules well, and it is concluded that the release from the 

matrix microcapsules was driven by Fickian diffusion. 
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CHAPTER 5 METALLIC COATING OF MICROCAPSULES CONTAINING 

ANTIFOULING AGENT BY ELECTROLESS PLATING 

5.1 Introduction 

Coatings in marine equipment have been widely used to protect corrosion and fouling on steel 

surfaces, the bottoms of ships, marine power generators and marine platforms (Carteau et al., 

2014; Gittens et al., 2013). It is desirable to apply the coatings with not only antifouling 

property but also good thermal conductivity so that the coatings would not affect the heat 

transfer efficiency, which otherwise can cause additional problems such as increase in heat 

transfer area for a given capacity. As concluded in the previous chapter, the microcapsules 

with antifouling property have been prepared with cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) as the 

shell material by solvent evaporation. With the microcapsules incorporated into the coatings, 

the thermal property should also be enhanced. It is well known that metals are thermally 

conductive, so the thermal conductivity of the microcapsules may be promoted by 

incorporating metal in them. Electroless plating is a widespread method to produce a coating 

of metal on substrate, and copper has been widely used in a large variety of industries due to 

its high electrical and thermal conductivities (Sharma et al., 2016). The aim of this chapter is 

to incorporate metal onto the microcapsules of antifouling agent prepared in the previous 

chapter with enhanced thermal conductivity. 

In this chapter, the preparation and characterisation of microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic 

containing metal are introduced. The microcapsules containing metallic particles were 

prepared by three different methods: emulsification with alumina, coating with copper oxide 

by spray drying and electroless plating of copper. The morphology, the size and size 

distribution were measured for the microcapsules containing alumina. The morphology of the 
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microcapsules with copper oxide coated by spray drying is presented and discussed. The 

electroless plating of copper on the microcapsules have been undertaken, and their 

morphology, mechanical properties and thermal conductivities were analysed, respectively. 

The basic experimental details are described in Chapter 3, and the specific experimental 

details are presented in this chapter. 

 

5.2 Experimental 

  5.2.1 Preparation of microcapsules of capsaicin containing metallic particles 

The microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic with CAB as shell material were prepared by 

solvent evaporation as described in the previous chapter. The microcapsules with the 

core/shell ratio 1/4 (w/w), agitation speed of 1000 rpm and the 0.1% (w/v) PVA solution were 

chosen for the following experiments of metallic coating. 

 

    5.2.1.1 Emulsification with Alumina 

For the microcapsules containing alumina nano-particles (AEROXIDE® Alu 130 with BET 

Surface Area 110-150 m2/g, Evonik, Germany), the preparation of primary CAB 

microcapsules was also based on the emulsification of oil in water phase. Aluminium oxide 

(alumina) powders (5%, 10% and 20% of the microcapsules, w/w) were suspended in the 

solvent, and an ultrasonic tank (45kHz, VWR, Germany) was used for 2 hours for their 

dispersion. Then the suspension was mixed with the solution of CAB/ethyl acetate, and 

capsaicin synthetic was subsequently added to form the oil phase. The following procedure 
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was the same as preparing microcapsules without metallic particles as described in Section 

3.3. 

 

    5.2.1.2 Coated with copper oxide by spray drying method 

The microcapsules were coated with copper oxide by the spray dryer (B290, Buchi, 

Switzerland). 2g of the microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic and 1g of copper oxide powder 

(particle size<50nm, Sigma-Aldrich, UK) were suspended in 250mL aqueous solution of 

acrylic resin (Macpherson Trade Paints, UK) as the binding material, stirred by a magnetic 

stirrer plate (Stuart, UK) continuously. After the spray dryer was warmed up to 140℃, the 

suspension was injected into a nozzle (diameter 2.00mm) with feed flow rate of 9mL/min 

continuously. The dry powders were collected from the sample chamber. 

 

    5.2.1.3 Coated with copper by electroless plating 

The microcapsules were coated with copper by electroless plating at room temperature. 1g of 

the microcapsules without polydopamine (PDA) involved were sensitised in 10g/L SnCl2 

aqueous solution for 2 hours, subsequently activated in 2mM NaPdCl4 aqueous solution for 

another 2 hours, and then suspended in Cu2+ bath for electroless plating. For the 

microcapsules with PDA involved, the sensitisation process was excluded. Before the 

activation process, the microcapsules were suspended in TRIS solution with PDA self-

polymerising to introduce the amines on their surfaces, which could help copper grow during 

the electroless plating. Subsequently, the microcapsules modified by PDA were activated in 
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2mM NaPdCl4 solution and then suspended in Cu2+ bath for electroless plating. The details of 

the experiments are described in Section 3.4. 

 

  5.2.2 Morphology and element analysis of microcapsules 

The morphology of microcapsules containing metal was observed by optical microscopy and 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), and the 

samples were all sputtered by gold for electrical conducting. The detailed protocol is provided 

in Section 3.5.1. 

 

  5.2.3 Size and size distribution 

The size and size distribution of microcapsules containing metal were measured by Malvern 

particle sizing, and the experimental details are presented in Section 3.5.2. 

 

  5.2.4 Determination of mechanical properties 

The mechanical properties of the prepared microcapsules were determined by a 

micromanipulation technique. For the spherical microcapsules, the compression was carried 

out using the same protocol as those without metal. For the non-spherical microcapsules 

which were deformed like a cake, they were placed horizontally on the glass slide and the 

heights of each flat microcapsules were recorded instead of their diameters. The details of the 

operation are provided in Section 3.5.4. 
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  5.2.5 Thermal analysis 

The thermal conductivity of the metallic microcapsules was measured by Laser Flash 

Analysing with the value of 𝑐𝑝 measured by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The 

microcapsules containing copper prepared under various conditions by electroless plating 

were analysed, respectively. The details of the experimental conditions are described in 

Section 3.5.5. 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

  5.3.1 Morphology and size distribution of microcapsules containing alumina 

For the microcapsules containing alumina nano-particles, the preparation of primary CAB 

microcapsules was also based on the emulsification of oil in water phase. Fig 5.1 shows the 

morphologies of microcapsules containing alumina in various amounts (0, 5%, 10% and 20%, 

w/w). The other preparation conditions remained the same. It is obvious that the 

microcapsules without alumina have a very spherical morphology and smooth surfaces as 

shown in Fig 5.1(a). When 5% alumina was added into the emulsification, shown in Fig 

5.1(b), the microcapsules appear to be less spherical and oval. However, the microcapsules 

show irregular shapes with 10% alumina added as shown in Fig 5.1(c). Moreover, when 

prepared with 20% alumina added into the preparation, none of the spherical microcapsules 

can be observed in Fig 5.1(d). As the amounts of alumina added into the emulsification 

increase, the morphology of the microcapsules tends to be less spherical and more irregular. 

While agitated in the emulsification process, the oil droplets containing alumina generated by 
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the hydrodynamic force tend to break into irregular shape due to the alumina with higher 

density. Fig 5.2 shows the size distributions of microcapsules prepared with different amounts 

of alumina. From Fig 5.2(a), the curve of the size distribution looks relatively narrow with a 

span value of 1.2. For the microcapsules with 5% alumina as shown in Fig 5.2(b), their size 

distribution appears to be similar to that without alumina in Fig 5.2(a). While the 

microcapsules were prepared with 10% alumina, the size distribution is obviously much wider 

and multi-peaks are observed in Fig 5.2(c). In addition, the microcapsules with 20% as shown 

in Fig 5.2(d) have a much wider size range (the minimum to maximum) than those with lower 

amounts of alumina. Overall, the size distribution tends to be wider as the amount of alumina 

increases due to the irregular morphology measured by laser diffraction of the Mastersizer. 

 

 

(a) Microcapsules without alumina 
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(b) Microcapsules with 5% (w/w) alumina 

 

 

(c) Microcapsules with 10% (w/w) alumina 
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(d) Microcapsules with 20% (w/w) alumina  

Fig 5.1 Morphology of microcapsules containing different amount of alumina under optical 

microscope (left) and SEM (right), the microcapsules were prepared with the core/shell ratio 1/4 (w/w), 

agitation speed of 1000 rpm and 0.1% (w/v) PVA solution. The same applies to the following 

microcapsules 

 

 

(a) Without alumina                                                    (b) With 5% alumina 
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(c) With 10% alumina                                                (d) With 20% alumina 

Fig 5.2 Size distributions of microcapsules containing alumina in different amounts prepared with the 

same other conditions 

 

  5.3.2 Morphology of microcapsules coated with copper oxide by spray drying method 

The microcapsules coated with copper oxide were prepared by spray drying. Fig 5.3 shows 

the morphology of the microcapsules under optical microscope and SEM. It is found that the 

microcapsules appear to be broken into pieces. Spherical and intact microcapsules are hardly 

observable under the microscope. This may be due to the high operating temperature of the 

spray drying close to the melting point of CAB. Although the melting temperature range of 

CAB varies broadly from 127℃ to 240℃ depending on its composition, the spray drying 

carried out at 140℃ even in short time could damage the structure of the CAB microcapsules 

so that capsaicin synthetic could be released immediately from the microcapsules, which is 

not desirable. 
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Fig 5.3 Morphology of capsules coated with CuO (2:1, w:w) by spray drying under optical microscope 

(left) and SEM (right) 

  

 5.3.3 Morphology of microcapsules coated with copper by electroless plating 

    5.3.3.1 Effect of PDA on electroless plating of copper 

The microcapsules were further prepared by electroless plating of copper on their surfaces. 

However, as shown in Fig 5.4(a), no trace of copper was detected by EDS in the 

microcapsules without PDA involved before the electroless plating. It is difficult to plate 

copper following the standard procedures of sensitisation and activation (Al-Shannaq et al., 

2016). It has been reported that polydopamine (PDA) can be formed as a thin layer on a large 

variety of substances including microcapsules (Al-Shannaq et al., 2016). Subsequently the 

surface-modified microcapsules could have metal coated easily on their surfaces by 

electroless plating because of the amine group (Wang et al., 2011b; Wang et al., 2012; Wu et 

al., 2015). In contrast to Fig 5.4(a), the microcapsules suspended in the PDA solution before 

the electroless plating show an obvious amount of copper as displayed in Fig 5.4(b). This 

means PDA can successfully help the copper deposit on the microcapsules. 
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Instead of the sensitisation in SnCl2 solution, the microcapsules with PDA as a thin layer on 

their surface could realise electroless plating easily after the activation in Pd2+ solution. It is 

known that PDA contains amino groups in the molecules (Liu et al., 2014), and Pd2+ could 

bind with the amino groups as shown in Fig 5.5 (Kind et al., 1998). With Pd2+ reduced to Pd0 

which is the catalyst of the electroless plating, copper could be subsequently deposited on the 

surface of microcapsules. Thus, it is necessary to introduce PDA into the process of coating 

metal on the microcapsules. 

However, both dopamine and TRIS have amines as parts of their molecules, which could 

react with the carbonyl group of CAB as shown in Fig 5.6 and Fig 5.7. Dopamine and TRIS 

have a primary amine –RNH2 in the molecule and it can react with the carbonyl group to 

produce imine by addition and dehydration reactions. The intermediates of PDA produced 

during the reaction may contain secondary amines –R2NH with which the carbonyl group can 

react and dehydrate to enamine (Carey, 2000). So far, the formation of PDA and its 

mechanism are not fully clear, so it is difficult to fully figure out the pathway of the PDA self-

polymerisation and the intermediates during the complex redox process (Liebscher et al., 

2013; Liu et al., 2014). In order to reduce the negative effects of the amines, it is necessary to 

control the reacting time of the CAB microcapsules in the PDA solution. 
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(a) Without PDA 

 

 

(b) With PDA 

Fig 5.4 The EDS results of microcapsules prepared by electroless plating copper without and with 

PDA involved (left side: EDS spectrum, right side: SEM image), all the samples were sputtered by 

gold for electrical conduction on the stage of SEM sample preparation 
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Fig 5.5 Scheme of Pd2+ binding with the amine group (Kind et al., 1998) 

 

 

Fig 5.6 Chemical structures of (a) dopamine, (b) tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) and (c) 

cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) 
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Fig 5.7 Reactions of the carbonyl group with amines (Carey, 2000) 

 

    5.3.3.2 Effect of different time of self-polymerising PDA on the morphology of 

microcapsules 

It was carried out to polymerise dopamine before suspending microcapsules in the 

polydopamine (PDA) solution, as the compositions in the PDA solution could react with the 

CAB microcapsules during its self-polymerisation. Dopamine hydrochloride was dissolved in 

TRIS solution to reach the concentration of 2mg/mL and kept stirring for 30 min, 1 hour, 2 

hours and 24 hours, respectively, and then the microcapsules were suspended in the PDA-

TRIS solution all for 2 hours, followed by electroless plating of copper. Fig 5.8 shows the 

morphology of microcapsules coated by copper prepared for different time of PDA self-

polymerisation. When PDA was self-polymerised for 30 min in Fig 5.8(a), the microcapsules 

suspended in the PDA solution look still spherical and no crack can be observed under SEM. 
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For the microcapsules suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for 1 hour as shown in Fig 

5.8(b), there are some cracks observed on the surface but most of them appear to be spherical. 

While PDA was self-polymerised for 2 hours, as shown in Fig 5.8(c), the microcapsules 

suspended in the PDA solution look less spherical and flatter with some scars seen on the 

surface. As for the microcapsules suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for 24 hours, the 

spherical morphology of the microcapsules in Fig 5.8(d) was destroyed severely, which may 

result in the immediate release of capsaicin synthetic from the microcapsules. It can be seen 

from Fig 5.8(a) to (d) that the microcapsules became less intact and spherical as the time of 

PDA self-polymerisation was increased from 30min to 24 hours. This may be due to the 

reaction of the functional groups between CAB microcapsules and a series of intermediates 

during the complex redox process of PDA as explained previously. The longer they were 

suspended in the solution, the more contents could react with the compositions in the solution. 

So shortening the time of pre-forming PDA is more desirable to maintain the morphology of 

the CAB microcapsules but it may cause a low amount of copper coated on the microcapsules 

in the following processes. Therefore, 1 hour has been chosen to pre-form PDA for the 

subsequent electroless copper plating. 

   

(a) 30 min                                                                   (b) 1 hour 
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(c) 2 hours                                                               (d) 24 hours 

Fig 5.8 Morphology of microcapsules coated by Cu with pre-forming PDA for various time under 

SEM, followed by suspending capsules in PDA for 2 hours and the electroless plating of copper 

 

    5.3.3.3 Effect of different suspending time of microcapsules in the pre-formed PDA 

solution (1h) on the morphology and the relative amount of Cu plated 

Based on the effect of different PDA pre-forming time on the morphology above, 1 hour was 

chosen to investigate the effect of different suspending time of microcapsules on the 

morphology and the relative amount of copper plated. Dopamine hydrochloride was dissolved 

in TRIS solution and kept stirring for 1 hour, and then the microcapsules were suspended in 

the PDA-TRIS solution for 30 min, 1 hour, 2 hours and 3 hours, respectively, followed by 

electroless plating of copper. Fig 5.9 shows the morphology of the microcapsules coated by 

copper prepared after suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for different lengths of time. 

As can be seen in (a) and (b), the morphologies of the microcapsules suspended for 30 min 

and 1 hour are almost spherical. For the microcapsules suspended in the PDA solution for 2 
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hours as shown in (c), most of them are still spherical, but some are flatter and a few cracks 

can be observed on their surface. As for the microcapsules suspended in PDA solution for 3 

hours, it is very obvious in (d) that their spheres were completely damaged into pieces. It is 

obvious that the microcapsules became less intact and less spherical as the suspending time in 

the PDA solution was prolonged from 30 min to 3 hours, due to the reaction between the 

carbonyl group and amines.  Fig 5.10 shows the comparison of the relative amounts of copper 

plated on the microcapsules prepared for different suspending time in the PDA solution. The 

relative amounts of copper detected from the microcapsules with 30-min and 1-hour 

suspending time are only 0.9% and 1.0% (w%), respectively. This may be due to the 

insufficient time for the intermediates of PDA attaching on the microcapsules. When the 

suspending time was increased from 1 hour to 2 hours, the relative amount of copper rose 

rapidly to 5.4%. It can be considered that the dopamine is self-polymerising and adhering 

gradually on the microcapsules. For the microcapsules suspended for 3 hours, the relative 

amount of copper reached 6.4%. As the structure of the microcapsules was damaged 

progressively after two-hour suspending, the inner structure was gradually exposed to the 

solution where the intermediates of PDA might not have sufficient time to deposit. So the 

amount of copper still increased but the increasing rate was slower than before. By 

considering both the morphology of the microcapsules and the amount of copper plated on the 

surface, therefore, it is suggested that the desirable condition was to suspend the CAB 

microcapsules for 2 hours after the self-polymerisation of PDA for 1 hour. 
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(a) 30 min                                                                    (b) 1 hour 

 

   

(c) 2 hours                                                                   (d) 3 hours 

Fig 5.9 Morphology of microcapsules coated by Cu suspending in the pre-forming PDA for 1 hour and 

various lengths of suspending time in PDA under SEM, followed by the electroless plating of copper 
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Fig 5.10 Relative amount of copper plated on the microcapsules for different suspending time in the 

pre-formed PDA solution for 1 hour (detected by EDS, error bars represent the standard error) 

 

  5.3.4 Mechanical properties of microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless 

plating 

The mechanical properties of the microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless 

plating were characterised by the micromanipulation technique, and the Young’s modulus 

values of microcapsules in each sample were calculated by Hertz model as described in 

Section 3.5.4. As known that Young’s modulus can indicate the stiffness of the material, the 

high value it has, the more rigid it is (Roylance, 2008). The mean Young’s modulus value of 

the microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless plating under different conditions 

are presented in Fig 5.11 and Fig 5.12. 
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Fig 5.11 shows the Young’s modulus of microcapsules containing copper prepared by 

electroless plating with different lengths of time of PDA self-polymerising from 30 min to 2 

hours. The dopamine was self-polymerised for various lengths of time and then all the 

microcapsules were suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for 2 hours. As can be seen 

from the graph, when PDA was self-polymerising for 30 min, the mean Young’s modulus of 

microcapsules suspended in the PDA solution is 502MPa. When the time of PDA self-

polymerisation was increased to 1 hour, the Young’s modulus reaches 723MPa. With the self-

polymerisation of PDA for 2 hours, the microcapsules suspended in the PDA solution have a 

higher value of Young’s modulus 876MPa. It is obvious that the value of Young’s modulus 

increased significantly and the microcapsules became stiffer, while the dopamine was self-

polymerised for longer time (from 30 min up to 2 hours) before suspending the microcapsules 

in the PDA solution. 

Fig 5.12 presents the Young’s modulus of microcapsules containing copper with different 

suspending time in the PDA solution. The dopamine was self-polymerised for 1 hour and then 

the microcapsules were suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for 30 min to 3 hours. 

When suspending the microcapsules in the PDA solution for 30 min, the Young’s modulus is 

661MPa. When the suspending time was increased to 1 hour, the Young’s modulus reaches 

705MPa. After the microcapsules were suspended in the PDA solution for 2 hours, the 

Young’s modulus rises to 723MPa. While suspending the microcapsules for 3 hours, the 

Young’s modulus of the microcapsules becomes 997MPa. Clearly, the Young’s modulus 

increased as the suspending time of microcapsules in the pre-formed PDA solution was 

prolonged from 30 min to 3 hours, which helped to enhance their stiffness. 
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Thus, it is clear that prolonging the time of both self-polymerising PDA and suspending 

microcapsules in the PDA solution could make the microcapsules become stiffer. In addition, 

by comparing with the Young’s modulus value of 204MPa for the microcapsules without 

metal prepared in the same other conditions (data presented in Chapter 4), all the 

microcapsules containing copper had much higher values of Young’s modulus. Similarly, no 

rupture of the metallic microcapsules was shown under compression. Therefore it can be 

implied that the microcapsules with copper were much more rigid than those without any 

metallic composition. From this point of view, the electroless plating of copper on the 

microcapsules could significantly enhance their mechanical stiffness. 

 

 

Fig 5.11 Young’s modulus of microcapsules containing Cu prepared by electroless plating with 

different lengths of time for PDA self-polymerisation before microcapsules were suspended in the 

PDA solution for 2 hours (error bars represent the standard error) 
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Fig 5.12 Young’s modulus of microcapsules containing Cu prepared by electroless plating with 

different lengths of suspending time in the PDA solution pre-formed for 1 hour (error bars represent 

the standard error) 

 

  5.3.5 Thermal conductivity of microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless 

plating 

The thermal properties of the microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless plating 

were characterised by laser flash technique, and the thermal conductivity data was obtained. 

The microcapsules without metallic coating prepared with the same other conditions had a 

value of thermal conductivity 0.07 W/(mK). A typical example of the original data of the 

thermal diffusivity and the thermal conductivity analysed by Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA) is 

shown in Fig 5.13. The thermal conductivities of the microcapsules containing copper 

prepared by electroless plating under different conditions are shown in Fig 5.14 and Fig 5.15.  
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Fig 5.14 shows the thermal conductivities of microcapsules containing copper prepared by 

electroless plating with different lengths of time for PDA self-polymerising from 30 min to 2 

hours. The dopamine was self-polymerised for various lengths of time and then all the 

microcapsules were suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution for 2 hours. As shown in the 

figure, the thermal conductivity of the microcapsules suspended in the 30-minute pre-formed 

PDA solution is only 0.078±0.001 W/(mK), which is close to the value of the microcapsules 

prepared without copper. When the PDA was self-polymerised for 1 hour, the microcapsules 

suspended in it have a value of thermal conductivity 0.143±0.002 W/(mK). When suspended 

in the 2-hour pre-formed PDA solution, the microcapsules have the thermal conductivity 

0.212±0.003 W/(mK). Compared with the thermal conductivity of microcapsules without 

copper, these microcapsules all showed enhanced thermal property. As the PDA self-

polymerisation time was prolonged, the thermal conductivity of the microcapsules suspended 

in PDA and coated by copper increased. 

Fig 5.15 presents the thermal conductivities of microcapsules containing copper with different 

lengths of suspending time in the PDA solution. The dopamine was self-polymerised for 1 

hour and then the microcapsules were suspended in the pre-formed PDA solution from 1 hour 

to 3 hours. When suspending the microcapsules in the PDA solution for 1 hour, the thermal 

conductivity is only 0.072±0.001 W/(mK). When the suspending time was increased to 2 

hours, the thermal conductivity reaches 0.143±0.002 W/(mK). While suspending the 

microcapsules for 3 hours, the thermal conductivity of the microcapsules increases to 

0.492±0.002 W/(mK), which is 7 times as high as that of the microcapsules without metal. It 

is obvious that the thermal conductivity increased while the suspending time of microcapsules 

in the 1-hour pre-formed PDA solution was extended from 1 hour to 3 hours. 
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Therefore, it has been demonstrated that the thermal conductivity was enhanced by 

incorporating metal on the microcapsules by electroless plating. And prolonging the time of 

both PDA self-polymerisation and suspending microcapsules was beneficial to promote their 

thermal conductivities so that the microcapsules with metal could conduct heat more easily 

when incorporated into the marine coatings in the end-use. 

 

 

Fig 5.13 A typical example of the original data of the thermal diffusivity and the thermal conductivity 

analysed by Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA) (the sample was the microcapsules suspended in the 1-hour 

pre-formed PDA solution for 3 hours before the electroless plating) 
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Fig 5.14 Thermal conductivities of microcapsules containing Cu prepared by electroless plating with 

different lengths of time for PDA self-polymerisation before microcapsules were suspended in the 

PDA solution for 2 hours 

 

 

Fig 5.15 Thermal conductivities of microcapsules containing Cu prepared by electroless plating with 

different lengths of time for suspending microcapsules in the PDA solution pre-formed for 1 hour 
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5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the preparation methods and characterisation results of microcapsules of 

capsaicin synthetic containing metal are presented. The microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic 

with CAB as shell material were prepared by solvent evaporation as described in the previous 

chapter. The microcapsules with the core/shell ratio 1/4 (w/w), agitation speed of 1000 rpm 

and 0.1% (w/v) PVA solution were chosen for the following experiments of metallic coating. 

The microcapsules containing metallic particles were prepared by three different methods: 

emulsification with alumina, coating with copper oxide by spray drying and electroless 

plating of copper. The morphology of the microcapsules prepared with alumina in the O/W 

emulsification tended to be less spherical and more irregular and their size distribution was 

wider as the amounts of alumina was increased from 5% to 20% (w/w). The microcapsules 

with copper oxide prepared by spray drying appeared to be broken into pieces, and spherical 

and intact microcapsules were hardly observable under the microscope due to the high 

operating temperature required for the spray drying process. The microcapsules were then 

prepared by electroless plating of copper on their surfaces. However, following the standard 

procedures of sensitisation and activation did not lead to successful outcomes. Instead of the 

sensitisation in SnCl2 solution, the microcapsules were suspended in the polydopamine (PDA) 

solution to form a thin layer of PDA with the amine group on their surfaces before the 

activation and the electroless plating of copper were undertaken. As the compositions in the 

PDA solution could react with the CAB microcapsules during its self-polymerisation, it was 

carried out to polymerise dopamine before suspending microcapsules in the polydopamine 

(PDA) solution. The microcapsules became less intact and spherical as the time of PDA self-
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polymerisation was increased from 30 minutes to 24 hours due to the possible reaction of the 

functional groups between CAB microcapsules and a series of intermediates during the 

complex redox process. Therefore pre-forming PDA for 1 hour was chosen in the following 

experiments for investigating the effect of microcapsules suspending time in the PDA solution. 

The microcapsules were found to be less intact and less spherical while the suspending time in 

the PDA solution was prolonged from 30 minutes to 3 hours, but the relative amount of 

copper plated on the microcapsules increased. Besides, the mechanical properties of the 

microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless plating were characterised. 

Prolonging the time of both self-polymerising PDA and suspending microcapsules obviously 

increased the value of Young’s modulus, which made the microcapsules become stiffer. And 

the microcapsules with copper were proved much more rigid than those without any metallic 

composition, based on the higher values of Young’s modulus of the former. In addition, the 

thermal conductivities were also characterised for the microcapsules containing copper. The 

thermal conductivities were enhanced up to 7 times by incorporating copper and prolonging 

the time of both self-polymerising PDA and suspending microcapsules. Thus, the electroless 

plating of copper with the help of PDA on the antifouling microcapsules could achieve the 

enhanced mechanical properties and thermal properties. 
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CHAPTER 6 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Overall conclusions 

The aim of this project was to prepare microcapsules with enhanced thermal properties for 

potential applications in coatings to achieve its sustained release of an antifouling agent in 

marine environment, which can prevent the adhesion of the microbial organisms to the 

surface of equipment. The specific objectives were to encapsulate capsaicin as an antifouling 

agent in microcapsules with high payload, sufficient mechanical stability, sustainable release 

rate in water environment and high heat conductivity. 

Capsaicin synthetic (n-vanillylnonanamide) was selected as the active ingredient of the 

antifouling microcapsules, and cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) was selected as the shell 

material due to its outstanding properties. Solvent evaporation method was used to prepare 

microcapsules, based on oil in water (O/W) emulsification in a stirred vessel with a Rushton 

turbine. Initially, the effects of 3 emulsifiers: 1% (w/v) Tween 80 solution, 1% (w/v) 

hydrophilic Aerosil silica suspension and (0.5%, w/v) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution were 

investigated.  It was found that the microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic prepared using PVA 

were more spherical and had more smooth surface compared with the other two emulsifiers. 

The microcapsules prepared by solvent evaporation had a matrix structure with multiple cores. 

The emulsification taking place for 30 min produced spherical microcapsules with smooth 

surface. Various concentrations (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 0.8%, w/v) of PVA in aqueous phase 

were then used to prepare microcapsules. As the concentration was increased, the 

microcapsules became less spherical, coarser and more likely to agglomerate, and the 

encapsulation efficiency reached the highest (88.9%) at a PVA concentration of 0.5%, and the 
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corresponding payload was 17.9%. The effect of agitation speed was also studied. While 

agitated at 1000 rpm, all the microcapsules were smaller than 60µm, and the encapsulation 

efficiency and the payload reached 80.7% and 16.5%, respectively. It was found that the 

payload increased while the core/shell ratio (w/w) was changed from 1/8 to 1/4 and then to 

1/2, as expected. In addition, the mechanical properties of the microcapsules with different 

ratios of core/shell material (1/2, 1/4, 1/8, w/w) and the pure CAB microparticles were also 

characterised. The microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic showed elastic and plastic 

deformations under compression, but not rupture for the experimental conditions investigated 

due to their matrix structure. Hertz model was used for determining the Young’s modulus of 

the microcapsules. While the ratio of core/shell material was increased (0, 1/8, 1/4 to 1/2, 

w/w), the Young’s modulus value decreased significantly, and the microcapsules became less 

rigid. The Young’s modulus values of all the microcapsules were all in Mega Pascal scale and 

stiffer compared with many different microcapsules prepared by other researchers. Moreover, 

the release of capsaicin synthetic from microcapsules prepared using 3 different 

concentrations of PVA were studied using DI-water and cyclohexane as dissolution liquid, 

respectively. It was found that cyclohexane could be used for shortening the release duration 

and predicting the release profile in water by considering the solubility of capsaicin synthetic 

in each liquid. The release mechanism and kinetics are discussed as well. Ritger-Peppas 

Model with 𝑛 = 0.43 was demonstrated to describe the release kinetics of capsaicin synthetic 

from the microcapsules well, and it is concluded that the release from the matrix 

microcapsules was driven by Fickian diffusion. 

The microcapsules with metal on their surface were prepared by electroless plating copper 

after generating a layer of polydopamine based on its self-polymerisation of dopamine. The 

microcapsules of capsaicin synthetic with CAB as shell material were prepared by solvent 
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evaporation as described in the previous chapter. The microcapsules with the core/shell ratio 

1/4 (w/w), agitation speed of 1000 rpm and 0.1% (w/v) PVA solution were chosen for the 

following experiments of metallic coating. The microcapsules containing metallic particles 

were prepared by three different methods: emulsification with alumina, coating with copper 

oxide by spray drying and electroless plating of copper. The morphology of the microcapsules 

prepared with alumina in the O/W emulsification tended to be less spherical and more 

irregular and their size distribution was wider as the amounts of alumina was increased from 5% 

to 20% (w/w). The microcapsules with copper oxide prepared by spray drying appeared to be 

broken into pieces, and spherical and intact microcapsules were hardly observable under the 

microscope due to the high operating temperature required for the spray drying process. The 

microcapsules were then prepared by electroless plating of copper on their surfaces. However, 

following the standard procedures of sensitisation and activation did not lead to successful 

outcomes. Instead of the sensitisation in SnCl2 solution, the microcapsules were suspended in 

the polydopamine (PDA) solution to form a thin layer of PDA with the amine group on their 

surfaces before the activation and the electroless plating of copper were undertaken. As the 

compositions in the PDA solution could react with the CAB microcapsules during its self-

polymerisation, it was carried out to polymerise dopamine before suspending microcapsules 

in the PDA solution. The microcapsules became less intact and spherical as the time of PDA 

self-polymerisation was increased from 30 minutes to 24 hours due to the possible reaction of 

the functional groups between CAB microcapsules and a series of intermediates during the 

complex redox process. Therefore pre-forming PDA for 1 hour was chosen in the following 

experiments for investigating the effect of microcapsules suspending time in the PDA solution. 

The microcapsules were found to be less intact and less spherical while the suspending time in 

the PDA solution was prolonged from 30 minutes to 3 hours, but the relative amount of 
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copper plated on the microcapsules increased. Besides, the mechanical properties of the 

microcapsules containing copper prepared by electroless plating were characterised. 

Prolonging the time of both self-polymerising PDA and suspending microcapsules obviously 

increased the value of Young’s modulus, which made the microcapsules stiffer. And the 

microcapsules with copper were proved much stiffer than those without any metallic 

composition, based on the higher values of Young’s modulus of the former. In addition, the 

thermal conductivities were also characterised for the microcapsules containing copper. The 

thermal conductivities were enhanced up to 7 times by incorporating copper and prolonging 

the time of both self-polymerising PDA and suspending microcapsules. Thus, the electroless 

plating of copper with the help of PDA on the antifouling microcapsules could achieve the 

enhanced mechanical properties and thermal properties. 

 

6.2 Future work 

Based on the results obtained from the current work, in the future the research could focus not 

only on the improvement of the preparation of microcapsules with metal but also on the 

performance of the antifouling microcapsules in the coatings in the end-use. 

In the work presented in Chapter 4, the microcapsules with the antifouling agent were 

prepared by solvent evaporation, which demonstrated to achieve sustained release over a few 

months. The process was based on lab scale, therefore the further work could include the scale 

up of the process for preparation of antifouling microcapsules. 

In Chapter 5, coating of the microcapsules on their surface were prepared by electroless 

plating copper after generating a layer of polydopamine based on its self-polymerisation of 
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dopamine, achieving the aim of enhancing thermal conductivity of the antifouling 

microcapsules. However, the morphology of the microcapsules was affected due to the 

reaction with polydopamine. It is desirable to investigate the milder conditions of the 

polymerisation of dopamine on the CAB microcapsules so that more metal could be deposited 

by electroless plating to further enhance the thermal conductivity. 

In addition, after the mechanical and thermal properties of the microcapsules are enhanced, 

they should be incorporated into marine coatings that will then be applied to metal surfaces. 

The mechanical stability of the microcapsules in the coating on metal surfaces and their 

thermal conductivity should be studied. The release rate of the active ingredient from the 

microcapsules  to be incorporated into the coatings on metal surfaces in marine environment 

will be determined, and their antifouling performances be validated, which has not been 

realised due to the time limit of this project. 
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APPENDIX 

List of Publications: 

[1] Zhang, Y., Mustapha, A., Zhang, X., Baiocco, D., Davies, T., Wellio, G., Zhang, Z., Li, 

Y., 2020. Improved volatile cargo retention and mechanical properties of capsules via 

sediment-free in situ polymerization with cross-linked poly(vinyl alcohol) as an 

emulsifier. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science (submitted). 

XZ’s Contributions: synthesis of capsules, and measurements of their size distribution, 

mechanical properties and structure. 

[2] Zhang, Y., Baiocco, D., Mustapha, A., Zhang, X., Yu, Q., Wellio, G., Zhang, Z., Li, Y., 

2020. Hydrocolloids: nova materials assisting encapsulation of volatile phase change 

materials for cryogenic energy transport and storage. Chemical Engineering Journal 382: 

123028. 

XZ’s contribution: measurement of the mechanical properties of the microcapsules 

including data analysis. 

[3] Zhou, J., Zhang, X., Yan, Y., Hu, J., Wang, H., Cai, Y., Qu, J., 2019. Preparation and 

characterization of a novel antibacterial acrylate polymer composite modified with 

capsaicin. Chinese Journal of Chemical Engineering (in press), 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cjche.2019.03.024. 

XZ’s contribution: design of some experiments. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cjche.2019.03.024
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[4] Hu, J., Zhang, X., Qu, J., 2018. Investigation on the mechanical properties of polyurea 

(PU)/melamine formaldehyde (MF) microcapsules prepared with different chain 

extenders. Journal of Microencapsulation 35: 219-228. 

XZ’s contribution: measurement of the mechanical properties of some microcapsule 

samples. 

[5] Wang, H., Zhang, X., Zhu, W., Jiang, Y., Zhang, Z., 2018. Facile fabrication of 

biodegradable Zein-based microcarrier system for colon-targeted oral drug delivery. 

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 57: 12689−12699. 

XZ’s contribution: measurement of the mechanical properties of some microcapsule 

samples. 

[6] Hu, J., Zhang, X., Qu, J., Wen, Y., Sun, W., 2018. Synthesis, characterizations and 

mechanical properties of microcapsules with dual shell of polyurethane (PU)/melamine 

formaldehyde (MF): effect of different chain extenders. Industrial & Engineering 

Chemistry Research 57: 3591-3601. 

XZ’s contribution: measurement of the mechanical properties of some microcapsule 

samples. 

[7] Lu, Z., Zhang, X., Hu, J., Wen, Y., Zhang, Z., Qu, J., 2018. Preparation of 

environmental-friendly microcapsules with antifouling property. CN108753012A. 

XZ’s contributions: preparation and characterisation of the microcapsules. 

[8] Zhang, X., 2017. Microencapsulation of an antifouling agent by solvent evaporation. 

New Frontiers in Colloid Science, Birmingham, UK. 
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[9] Zhang, X., Hu, J., Zhang, Z., 2017. Preparation and characterisation of antifouling and 

antiseptic microcapsules. ChemEngDayUK, Birmingham, UK. 
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